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The Knland Empire :1-aews a n
The Great Minivan Search continues with
Ford vs Chrysler the Mother of All Minivans.
Page B-3

Leland Stein ventures forth to the Mt. SAC
Relays Covers Carl Lewis and a host of others.
PageB-2

ocal Church Group makes the move to
television. For the details see
Page A-7
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Before Reaching Verdict

NAACP MEETING

ANNUAL CINCO DE MAYO
CELEBRATION DINNER

Ticket are now available for the
Home of Neighborly Service annual Cinco de Mayo Celebration. The
dinner will be held on Wednesday
May 5th. from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00
pm at the home. Adult dinner fare
is $5.00 and children $3.50,
refreshments are free. For tickets
and reservation please contact
Olivia at (909) 885-3491. The
Home Is located at 839 N. Mt. Vernon Ave. San Bernardino, CA.
Music will be provided.
WOMEN

Discussion, Debate. Presentations, Adoptions. Election and
Good Food. All this part of the
381.h annual meeting of the League
of Women Voters of San Bernardino. April 24, 1993 at 10 A .M., in
the Gourmet Restaurant, 1445 East
Highland Ave.
Please send reservations to the
League of Women Voters of San
Bernardino, 568 North Mountain
View Avenue, Suite 150, San
Bernardino, California, 92401
MEMBERSHIP

The General Membership Meeting of the Riverside/Moreno Valley NAACP will be held on Monday April 26, 1993 beginning at
7:15 p.m. at the Riverside Community Center AKA Bobby Bonds
Park, 2060 University Avenue
Riverside.
The focus of the meeting will be
on the NAACP Complaint Process,
Proposal to create "The Thurgood
Marshall Civil Rights Monument",
Riverside Area Black Summit, and
other civic/community activities.
For further information call
(909) 686-2227 or
( 9 O9 )
68-NAACP.
STUDENT ART EXHIBIT AT
THE FELDHEYM

Recent paintings from students
at California State University, San
Bernardino, is currently on exhibit
at the Norman F. Feldheym Central
Library Galleries through April 29.
This exhibition is curated by Rick
Cummings.
The Nonnan F. Feldheyrn Central Galleries are located at 555
West Sixth Street in San Bernardino and are open Monday through
Wednesday 9 a.m. - 9 p.rn. and
Thursday through Saturday 9 a.m.
6p.m.
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Officer Theodore Briseno
and ex-Officer Timothy Wind
everal Rodney King
were acquitted.
beating trial jurors
"I think Koon is the one who
described sometimes
should have stopped this. It was
bitter deliberations that
his job to stop this," the
included raucous, tearful ses"Today" show juror said.
sions and a re-enactment of the
A juror from Fullerton told
infamous clubbing 25 months
the Orange County Regago.
ister on Sunday that he
"There was defi"fl' h
lay on the floor of the
nitely a lot of yelling. .
J t ere
deliberation room at one
There was screaming,
point, portraying King
was
a lot of emotion comwhile other panelists
ing out," an anonyanything wielded batons to restage
mous juror said Monthe King beating.
day on NBC-TV 's
"One of the guys even 1
"Today"
show. that ·could
put on Briseno 's boots,"
"One day we had an
be
done
to
said the anonymous juror.
extreme yellfest, but
"If there was anything
it was mostly over
see what that could be done to see
personality
con. what happened, it was
flicts."
happened , zt done."
The juror was one
Most jurors who have
of several who have was done."
spoken about the verdict
come forward since
agreed that the amateur
Saturday's announcevideotape of the beating
ment of verdicts in the case.
was essential to the decision.
Sgt. Stacey Koon and Officer
"I was not distracted by
Laurence Powell were convictlawyers or testimony!" the jury
ed of violating King's civil
rights.
Continued on Page B-5
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There will be a general membership meeting, Saturday, April 24,
I 993 at I :00 p.m. and after the
meeting, we are planning a forum
for Mayoral Candidates for the city
of San Bernardino 150 W B:ighland Ave in the Community Room.
The Forum will be from 12:00
noon to 1:04 p.m.
The NAACP is a non-profit
Organization and we do not
endorse candidates, but we do
encourage people to vote and assist
in getting voters to the polls.

NAACP
MEETING

Thursday, April 22, 1993

ABWP: ADecade of Community Involvement Jurors Act Out Beating,

BRI

LEAGUE
OF
VOTERS MEETING
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l'P~IJ~lnulh'g •~lra.dltlon of co~inunlty 'lnvolvement are ithe'~lovely presidents of the
Association of Black Women Physicians. Seated Left to right are: 1986-87 Dr. Virginia
''Joy" Simmons, 1985_.86 Dr. Vonnie Ross, 1991-92 Dr. Jasmine Bowers-Obloha and
~urrent President Dr. Anne Staveren. Standing left to right are: 1987-88 Dr. Rebecca
WIiis, 1988-89 Dr. Sylvia Swilley, 1982-84 Founding President Dr. Jessie Sherrod,
1990_.91 .Dr. Natalie Sanders and 1989-1990 Dr. Anltha Mitchen.

Student Harassed And
Attacked By Teacher
by Megan Carter

A

child endangerment was filed
Fontana
mother, don't need this.
Carol. was then called bv U}
last week.
Joyce Carol is fed up
"The teacher has (now)
with the mistreatment Principal, Mr. Gary Soto, who
of her son by school asked her to come to the school. denied the allegations," said
There were two witnesses, Malcolm Scheult, Personnel
officials at Southridge Middle
School. The chain of events cul- and the teacher admitted, that Director. As to the other allegaminated in her filing a battery the incident happened. Soto told tions, 11e said he needed to
charge against one teacher1last the teacher he did not condone investigate the charges.
Carol said she is upset, and
Thursday for assaulting her son teachers treating students that
and giving him a nose bleed, way and he would take care of decided to move her son from
and
s u b s e q u e nt
"'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
the middle school. The
family recently purheadaches.
chased a home and
The
problems
'J'
moved to the Bloomingwhich began last
ton School District.
September culminated
Carol said she was tryshe said, last Thursing to let her son finish
day, when a gym
out the school year.
teacher, Mr. John
The incidents have
Ce ntofranc hi ,
been going on for a long
slammed her son
O
while, but it wasn't until
against the lockers,
this last year that she
threw his tennis shoes
began documenting
and told him to get the s-t out the
matter.
However, them. " My son is aggressive,
of here.
Centofranchi, never apologized, but doesn't fight or disrespect
His nose began to bleed, and to her son or her. "I understand teachers or students," she said.
he went to the nurse, who gave from others, he (Centofranchi)
The first case she can docuhim ice to stop the bleeding. has a habit of doing this," she ment was September of 1992 .
Then to add insult to injury, the said. Reportedly Centofranchi Her son was talking to a girl
teacher, who was not his regular said the kids were making noise who is a "Stoner" (a drug user).
teacher, was called by the Prin- in the gym and he wanted to Because of his Christian backcipal to come to the office and clear it out. Carol's son had ground, and his concern for her,
talk to her son about the inci- been noisy earlier but was he asked, "why she smoked?"
dent. Reportedly he came to the putting on his tennis shoes when Mrs. Weber, a Counselor, overoffice, snatched the ice out of he was allegedly attacked.
heard the conversation. She
his ha~d .threw it in l?e trash
The Fontana Police Depart- reportedly attacked him verbally
and said m a stern voice, you ment confirmed the charge of
Continued on Page B-5

Mr. John Cento'ranch{
slammed her son against the
lockers, threw his tennis shoes
and told him to get the s-t
if h
OUt
ere.
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White Skinned Privilege - Part 2-

T

he investigation is completed, and reprimands have been made although not
public, in a mater first exposed in the
Black Voice , April 1, 1993, entitled
"White Skin Privilege."
Documents have been leaked to Black Voice
surrounding the issue of the certificate of Tenacity, presented to Whites who completed the county
sensitivity training.
Barbara Frank's, Chief Probation Officer,
memo said, "She was concerned about the certificate, which was offensive. The matter was investigated and corrective action was taken . . . I do
not condone such practices ... and persons
responsible for such behavior are subject to
immediate disciplinary action. .. including work
environment that is hospitable to all employees."
Her memo was circulated three days after 12
Black Probation officers sent a two page memo to
the Affinnative Action Committee Chairperson.
It alluded to Training Officer Gray Paytas',
"Memo of Apology from Training Officer" .
They were not impressed. They said "we do not
feel an apology alone is sufficient to repair the illwill this act has caused. We regret that a climate
and attitudes exists where the Training Section

feels compelled to 'commend' some class partici~ants for 'persevering' through Training's perception of an uncomfortable discussion on racism."
The memo accused those involved of a misuse
of County time and equipment.
They identified Jerelyn Hawkins, Probation
Officer Ill, Training Officer and a member of the
Affinnative Action Committee, as one of those
involved.
When the Black Voice called this week a
County Official, Claude Potts, would not confinn
or deny the identity of the person because it is
considered a personnel matter.
"They didn't like what the Trainer presented
nor the material," said an unidentified County
Employee. "We are upset that anyone in her position does not know bener."
The memo further stated that Paytas suggested
not everyone may feel offended, by the "certificates".
Someone was upset. State Senator Diane Watson was informed and became concerned and
wrote Senator Ruben Ayala, requesting his intervention to investigate the incident. " . .. government insignias and resources should never be
used to promote such racist propaganda," she
wrote to him.

Riverside County To Pay
$936,000 Malpractice Settlement
Ramon Aguilera, now 2,
was deprived of oxygen
and became severely
mentally retarded, the
suit alleged

R

iverside County has
agreed to pay more
than $936,000 to settle a 1991 lawsuit
claiming a baby was disabled at
birth and county hospital
records of the case disappeared.
Magdalena Aguilera of Whittier endured 43 hours in labor
before doctors at Riverside
General Hospital delivered the
baby by Caesarean section, the
suit alleged.
Ramon Aguilera, now 2, was
deprived of oxygen and became
severely mentally retarded, the
suit alleged. He has seizures and
cannot stand up, talk or distinguish one parent from the other,
according to documents filed
with the court.
It was "the classic ... overburdened system's response to
pregnancy," said plaintiffs'
attorney Philip Michels of Beverly Hills. "They let you go
longer (in labor) than most

because they are crowded and
don't have a lot of C-section
rooms."
Michels said the hospital
keft, 11ronitoring strips showing
the fetus' heart rate and how the
baby was responding to labor,
but the strips appeared to have
been misplaced . He said he
didn't think the records were
intentionally destroyed.
County spokesman Tom
DeSantis declined to discuss the
settlement, which was reached
last month, but he denied that
medical records were lost or
destroyed.
County Health Services
Agency Director Kenneth B.
Cohen said the hospital had
revamped its record-keeping
procedures, but the step wasn't
related to litigation. It's not
uncommon for attorneys in malpractice cases to allege records
were lost or destroyed, he said.
Under state law, hospitals
must keep adults' med ical
records for at least seven years.
Minors' records must be maintained for at least a year after
the patient turns 18. It is a crime
to alter or destroy a medical
record.

Police and Troops Demobilize
With No Verdict Related Crime

P

olice and federal troops
demobilized Monday
after a peaceful weekend in the wake of Rodney King beating trial convictions that some blacks say
renewed their faith in the justice
system.
The Police Department
ended a full deployment that put
thousands of additional officers
on the street to avert a riot like
last year's violent outbreak. that
left 54 people dead and $1 billion in damage.
The department's emergency
operations center closed at 1
p.m. Monday, and only 200
extra officers were to be on the
streets for the next week,
Williams told a news conference.
There were 2,400 violent
crimes during a five-day period
starting April 10, when an extra
600 officers hit the streets as
jurors deliberated, Williams
said. Normally, there are 3,100

violent crimes during a similar
period, he said.
"The community welcomed
us," Williams said, urging voters to .approve a Tuesday ballot
measure that would raise property taxes to hire 1,000 more
police officers for the 7, 700officer department.
·
"We weren't perceived as the
enemy. We weren 't perceived as
a threat," he said.
The Police Department went
on tactical alert Friday afternoon, putting officers on 12hours shifts, when it was learned
jurors had concluded delibera- ·
tions. Full deployment was
ordered at dawn Saturday.
Hundreds of National Guard
troops deployed in local
armories began pulling out on ,
Sunday, and the Sheri ff's
Department went off 12-hour
shifts and resumed nonnal operations.
The black community
Continued on Page B-5
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LETTERS To THE EDITOR

Justice at Last?
The brutal and savage beating of Rodney King by members of
the Los Angeles Police Department was shocking to the conscience
to anyone who had one. It is also an irony of American justice that
a person who mistreats a dog is brought to justice faster than the
police officers who brutalized Rodney King. The fact is poor citizens living in an urban area are disproportionally exposed to this
kind of gratuitous violence.
The officers and their supporters tried to dis-invest the reality.
The officers said they were afraid for their lives. In their distorted
imagination, Rodney King was King Kong, capable of bombing 50
thousand volts without flinching.
The police have a tough job. But in doing their job they must
conform their conduct to the requirements of the law. They can not
administer street justice. We live in a society of laws; and AfricanAmerican citizens are equally protected by the Constitution. They
have a equal right to be free from arbitrary police violence.
Powell and Koon obviously regarded themselves above the law
They believed their police badge is a license to kill, maim and brutalize. All police officers need to be reminded that the badge they
display is an insignia of their commitment to the rule of law and
their desire to serve and protect the community.
Justice will be done only if police officers begin to act on the
belief the U.S. Constitution protects all citizens including poor,
uneducated African-Americans.(Al Mariam is an attorney in San
Bernardino (714/884-5041).
THANKS FOR THE CONTRACT
The Black Voice News
Dear Mrs. Brown;
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you and your
staff for the expeditious and professional manner in which you
recently rendered service to Lewis and Clark Construction.
Your assistance in our endeavor to compile documentation supporting our "Good Faith Effort" for Caltrans resulted i~ the reversal
of their decision and the award of the Cerritos Channel Bridge at
Long Beach contract.
Again, thank you for your help!
E. LEWIS CLARK, PhD, Owner
J: A. REASBY-CLARK, Manager
THE MAYOR IS NOT A RACISTS
Open Letter to the Editor,
I Just read your story in your paper about a local Black man calljn~ San Jacinto City Mayor Henry Hafliger a racist. I have known
Mayor Henry Hafliger for the better part of twenty years and I can
tell you without reservation he is not a racist. Henry is much more
than a simple man of color, he looks at the character of a man he
looks at the integrity of the man, he looks at the moral values of the
man, he looks to the strength of a man, not his weakness and never
ever to the color of a man.
I ~on't know this Black man but, I do know Mayor Henry
Hafl1ger and I can only offer this Black man my most sincere sympathy and co~passion for his ignorance. He may have passed up
the opportumty to know a man such as that which Martin Luther
~ng was talking about in one his most famos speeches".. .let us not
Judge a man by the color of his skin but rather by his character, let
us no ... " But, if I know Henry, he will offer this Black man his
hand in triendship again and if this Black man is a simple man of
color he may never get to know my friend Henry Hafliger.
Respectfully,
Ernie C. Salgado Jr., Tribal Spokesman
Soboba Band of Mission Indians

Editorial
Move Information, Not People
thousands of dollars in health
care costs.
Telecommunication is one
form of transportation that
would help reduce the costs both monetary and social - of
some of our worst urban
problems:
the costs of
construction and maintenance,
the costs of congestion, air and
water pollution, and the cost of
energy and fuel.
Under legislation proposed
by Assembly member Gwen
Moore (D -Los Angeles) AB
1385 , Californians would
benefit from the new technology
if California placed added
emphasi s on it through
economic development and job
creation in this new industry.
Unless California wants to be
left behind in the race to rewrite America, we think AB
1385 deserves the attention and
support o f everyone who is
seriously looking out for the

Thursday, April 22, 1993

The Truth About Jackson Quitting The NAACP Race -·
After Jesse Jackson's political
allies and business associates on
the NAACf>'s search committee
eliminated the serious competition from the final four to be the
group's new executive director,
Jackson threw an already
stacked process into chaos by
quitting.
Joe Madison, the most logical
person to succeed Ben Hooks,
was eliminated by Jackson' s
supporters from an arbitrary list
of four finalists, along with
Maynard Jackson, William
Gray, Randall Robinson and C.
Delores Tucker.
Without these heavyweights
as finalists and with the selection process in tatters, factionalism is sure to nag the eventual
winner into office.
Hazel Dukes, former NAACP
president, said that many
NAACP members are "disgusted" by the selection process and
the damage to the group ' s
image.
Jesse Jackson didn't help any
as a sore loser when he suggested that NAACP Board Chairman William Gibson has manipulated the rules to make himself
the de facto executive secretary.
But nothing has changed
since Jackson first started campaigning for the job with hi s
new activism baseball
racism, Haitian immigration and
getting arrested while mugging
for the camera.
My point is that if the posi-

created a
Tony n--own
's have
.I...IJ
cult of t,ersonalat the organiComments
_
... ity
zation."

tion that Jackson
overtly
sought is weak
now, it was
weak when he .___ __

___

first sought it.
So why is a
watered-down
position suddenly
the
issue?
Jackso n
actually withdrew, The New
York Times
said, " amid
indications that ·
he could have
suffered
a Tony Brown
humiliating
defeat had he remained in the
race."
"But friend s of Jackson
acknowledged that he was also
deeply anxious that he could
suffer a hurtful political defeat if
he rem ained a candi date and
was not selected ," the Times
added.
In other words , J ackson 's
ego-ce ntered lead ership and
hand offs of the spoils of racism
pork of the tin-cup brigade to
friends in his inner circle don't
amount to agendas, goals and
objectives for an undeveloped
and underdeveloped group such
as Black people.
The former NAACP aide told
the Times that "Jackson would
have been primarily interested
in promoting himself and would

"You Are Being Sued ... "

Law Talk :::f~:se)

Most people
ani~
know they are
being sued when
·
·
enables
the
they receive a
cour t to get
legal summons .
j u risdiction,
The summons is
that is hear and
usually a legal
decide the case.
form with the
Once a person
name of the perappears
in
son suing (plainCou rt
in
tiff) and the perres ponse to a
son sued (defensumm ons, the
dant).
person remains
The summons
within
the
will order the
po wer of that
defend ant to ·
court until th e
appear at a par- ·
case is deterticular court- .Al Mariam, Attorney At Law mine d
and
house at a sper e s o 1v e d .
cific time to answer a legal com- Refusal to accept process does
plaint. It will also give informa- not thwart the complaint.
tion that an answer must be
A defendant may be served a
fi~ed, us~ally within 30 days. It process (summons) in person,
will advise the defendant that a by mail or by substituted serletter or telephone call will not vice. Once t he summons has
protect the defendant's rights been served proof of its service
and may contain warning that must be filed with the clerk of
fai~ure to answer may result in court. Filing false proof of serlosmg the case and having prop- vice is perjury.
erty or wages taken away.
The summons serves two
Al Mariam is an attorney in
basic purposes. It gives notice to · San Bernardino (909) 884-5041.
the defendant about the exis- Information appearing in this
tence of a lawsuit (giving the column is not intended as legal
person a chance to prepare a advice.
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A Little Extra Money Is A Lot

~¥T~~[~f;~~il :tj~ftf6ii', ·

P90:~t~very enthusiJ s,tjc .

'rnigh~~';1.ve soiµ~@ng .. '" < ur next seminar,series will •
1ler:e.'J:>e.peace!'.l';):usuf ; J:>e:at the New York Black Expo
... , bfCoate5ville,Penn~{. aCthe Jacob Javits;Convention
-sylvaniitiWfOte; :
, ':}:r'❖ _.(q~nter, ·April 23-26, F rfoay '
That\va~ .his responsf .t<tthe ;(tfuough ·Monday, inRoom 1C03
infonp'~tJgn ~f1:ec;ei v~d]]tr§vi If\I(Fri. ,_3~ p.m.; Sat. and Sun. ,5~
.my officeonmyofferJ o 'start p.m. ; and M on . 3~4 p.m.). ,
your own high-tech distribution . Although the seminars are free, '
business .for under $100 and you might want to ~serve space
earn money part or full tim.e. , ,} by contacting us in advance. ·
If you remember, the column , ··Joining me on t his nation("Start Your Own Economic wide tou r of various citie s ,
Recovery'.'),Jnvited readers to including six additional Black
call {2'12•575-0876) or write -Expos (Oakland, Aug. l; Los
(Buy Freedom, 1501 Broadway, Angeles, S ept. 12 and RichSuite 412, New York, NY mond, Oct . 10) , is Micha el
10036) for free information. ·
Young, our training specialist ·
Over 500 people called and "and network marketing expert.
wrote
information. One was ·· Other scheduled sem inar i s: .
the owner :oftfadiO" stat~on \Denver, on May 19:"
WPAK in Farmville: Virginia. · In addition to being pleased
Others were small bu·s inesses, with the response by the public, ·
like the owner of IEEI·Con- 1,am flattered at the recognition
sumer Electronic S&S in Mon- 't hat the Buy F reedom selfroe, Georgia who, along wfrh eµtplo yment effort is beginning
WPAK radio and network mar- to generate.
keting experts Al Squire
Last week I received th e
(Cincinnati) and Ron Whitfield Ambassador of Free Enterprise
(Atlanta), immediately joined Award, presented annually by
the Buy Freedom Network .and the Sales & Marketing Execu- '
became dist.ributo!s of a line of tives International Academy of
modestly-pnced high-tech prod- ,:\,f hievement. Specifically, I
ucts.
was honored for my effons with
Others who inquired, some of the Buy F reedom Netwo rk's
whom joined our marketing net- campaign to create new busi~ork, c,a me fr~m all walks of nesses and jobs and for Tony
llf e - housewives, stuclents, - Brown's Journal on PBS.
engineers, models; teachers; etc.
· Needless to say, I was the
One man wrote from a prison in first Black honored. Previous , ' '
Frackvill~. J;'-ev 11~ylvania; "I ·winners include: J. c. Penny of ·
read your commentary
the . J . .C. Penny Co. The five run- •
~ew Pittsburgh Courier on start- ner-ups this year are all distinmg your own.business for under guished CEOs of major corpora$100."
,/ ;r;,;;
P:,
tions.
•· -· "Tony, I am one of those ·· Although kind things were
brothers you briefly .d iscussed," said about my achievements at
;h~ continued. '40bviously, I'll the awards, I believe it is the : J•
:1tave trouble with finding work, perspective I bring to the connot only because of being cept of free enterprise that led to
'labeled an .ex'loffender, but my choice. Instead of advocat,b ecatise of the economy also. ing j.ndividual capitalism (mak- ,
Primarily, for these reasons, I ing a few very rich), I empha- •,,.
am interestecl in your program." size a free enterprise system that
;we _a~.Cl],-'1S~d ~ lfprogran:r .t o · µ ~lgs the many earn extra
ass1_st -5q;ooo ; 9::~smesses' in income - the key to·empowering
0attheff'\t!a~ta !3J_ack . ~;community.
F ebruary.
•• ,:. .....,;;) '\i~f.~•::: ...
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POEMS WANTED FOR ANTHOLOGY AND CONTEST
Contemporary Poets of America and Britain

•a..a.._....., ..,rtit,i

Do~ce Publishing Co. is pleased to announce that poems are
now bemg accepted for submission to its Fall 1993 Contemporary
Poets of America and Britain poetry comest. There is no contest
entry fee. A total of 100 cash prizes valued at $5,000 will be awarded. Also 100 gifts of recognition will be conferred.
~ po~ts, _regardless of previous publication or experience, are
cordially mvtted to submit their work for inclusion in this contest.
All 100 winners of cash prizes will be guaranteed publication in the
Contemporary Poets of America and Britain, Fall 1993 Anthology,
a hardbound volume featuring poets from both sides of the Atlantic.
Non-winnil:g entries may be published at the author's request with
purchase of a copy of the anthoiogy.
Interested poets are encouraged to submit one poem, 20 lines or
less, any style or subject. All poems entered into the contest will be
revi~wed a ~anel of qualified, impartial, judges.
First pnze will be $1,500. A second prize of $500; third prize of
$100, and 97 honorable mentions of $30 will also be awarded.
The deadline for submission of poems for the Fall 1993 Contemporary P~ets. of America and Britain contest is May 31, 1993, but
poets are ~nv1ted to submit their poems as soon as possible. Contest
awards will be announced on August 31, 1993. Late submissions
will be entered into the next contest.
For further information on the contest, write to:

--;•.··

Covering his
backside and
soothing his
ego, Jackson
retreated while
accusing ~he
NAACP of not
being aggressive enough in
solving
Los
Angeles' racial
tensions and
suggesting that
it was out of
touch with the

•
•
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Established in January of 1972
The Black Voice Newspaper Is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy
Brown and Auoclates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be
reached In Riverside at (909) 682-6070, 3585 Main St. Suite 201, Riverside,
92501 and In San Bernardino at (909) 889-0506, 1583 W. Baseline, San
Bernardino, 92411.
The Black Voice News sells for SO¢ per copy. Subscription rate Is $32.33 per
year. Out or state subscription Is $37 per year.
AdJudlc• ted, a legal newspaper or general circulation on J uly 8, 1974, case
number 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside County.
The obJecth:e or the Black Voice Newspaper Is to communicate information
to au members or the Inland Empire.
Stories published In the Black Voice Newspaper do not necessarUy reflect the
policies nor the opinions of the publishers.The Black Voice news ls audited by
the Consumers Paper Verlncatlon Service. We have over 35,000 readers per
.,

week.
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times.
Jackson's real motiv.e is supplied by his own admi re rs :
"Friends of Jackson said he was
eager for a position of great visibility," The New York Times .
reported.
Information on the Buy Freedom 900 Network: 212-5 75 2389.
Tony Brown ' s Journal is
boadcast on public television
station, (PBS) KCET Channel
28. For more information on
video tapes or a video catalog,
call (2 12)575-0876; to order,
call 1-800-524-3552.

Contemporary Poets of America and Britain
Dept. NR-F93
643 Smithfield Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

The Black Voice News Is also a member of the West Coast Black Publh,hers

Association {WCBPA) and the National Newspaper Publishers Association
(NNPA).
We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories subm itted for publication.

STAFF
Publishers.-·--•--•-· •-•..-•-•..-•..-•-•-•·•..- •··•···· ...........Hardy & Cheryl Brown
Editor -:--- - ·-·- ··--···-...........-................................................ Billy Johnson, J r.
Book Review Editor ...--···-......"'............................... - •..Paulette Brown•Hlnds
East Coast Editor ·--..---................ - ........................... _........HardyBrown, Jr.
Assistant Editor Children's Features-............................................Reglna Brown
Production Assistant ..- ..............................................................Shawndi Johnson
1
Sports Edltor.----·----....................................................................Leland Stein
Dlstrlbutlon.--.......·-··-···............................................................Rickerby Hinds
fbotographer -------........_ ...____ ..........·--···..······...................Sam James
fbotogr• pher ·-------..· ..-···---..- -- ..···· ..- .............- ........Willie Bellamy
· Ad".,rtlsers should contact Cheryl Brown In Riverside (909) 682-6070 or ln San
Bemanilno (909) 889-0506.
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KAC Provides 24-Hour HoJline
~tt::1
*
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BILLY JOHNSON JR
' ·

Riverside Rape Crisis
Center Raises $15,000
Over $1 5,000 was raised at
the Riverside Area Rape Crisis
Center's 12th Annual Dinner
Auction, held on April 3 at the
March Air Force Base Officer's
Club. The event showcased
over 400 items donated by
merchants througho ut the
country, as well as articles
contributed by local and national
celebrities.
Items auctioned included art
works, antiques, clothing ,
certificates for a variety of
leisure time activities, lunches
and dinners at Riverside's best
eateries, jewelry, articles for the
home and much more.

T

V screens are flooded
with meaningless
advertisements for
900 telephone numbers. The
numbers
are
widely
used,
but
what
value
do they pose for our youth?
They are expensive to call.
Many are focused on sex. They
offer nothing positive to the
kids. There is an alternative.
Many kids are probably not
aware that San Bernardino
Kids Against Crime (KAC) has
its own toll free hotline. This
nationally accessible hotline is
not for entertainment. It's
serious. Eva Cox- Dennis,
Hotline
Scheduling

Coordinator, informed the
Black Voice that the hotline is
operated by youth who have
been trained to counsel callers
who use the hotline. These
youth complete 24 hours of
"intense"
training
that
emphasized communication
approaches to calm suicidal
callers, victims of abuse and
runaways.
Instead of having adults
operate the phones, Dennis
believes youth feel more
comfortable opening up to
their peers rather than elders.
One
KAC
hotline
volunteer, Alex Tedder, 15, says
"whenever the phone rings, I
don't know what to expect."
Though he
successfully
completed the training, the

seriousness of the situations
at hand strike a
little
nervousness. Tedder found out
about the program when a
KAC speaker (Eisenhower
alumni Tonja Jackson) came
to Eisenhower High to speak.
Tedder immediately became
involved and began volunteering
two hours a week.
Though the pr<;>vided service
is excellent, Dennis said "the
phones aren't ringing like they
should." So Dennis and the
program 's director have been
working to get the word out to
local and national communities.
Dennis explained that
concerned kids have called to
seek help for their alcoholic or
drug using parents. She said, in
a few calls, the parents rushed
the kids off the phone (they
were not aware the child was
talking to a KAC counselor.)
Dennis • daughter, Tamisha
Cox , is also involved in the
program .
A 13-year-old
seventh grader, Cox and her
brother encouraged their
mother to get involved last year.
When the program came to
Lincoln Elementary school last
year, Cox and brother became
involved in the KAC Graffiti
Cle an-Up Program .
Cox
enjoys being involved in the

r:w~=-o-o-d--=--_-=A=-_-=,~--'--c o~h~o~,~-- _--A___n____;,,o_t_h_e_r__U_s_e_
In Litchfield Park, Arizona, a
research botanist turned farmer noted
that his plants wilted during the peak of
sunlight. He reflected on his previous
research at Scripps with algae and questioned, "could this be a lack of carbon?"
Plants absorb carbon dioxide from
a,ir exhaled by animals to include
humans, which is then broken down into
sugar and other nutrients. Perhaps the
Arizona sun was causing rapid photosynthesis exhausting the supply of carbon dioxide.
.
During his lunch break he sprayed a
fewrose bushes and cotton plants with
ciiiute methanol (wood alcohol). The
sprayed plants did not wilt. He then
sprayed watermelons, tomatoes and cabbage. They grew larger, faster and they
tasted the same.
He discovered that the concentration
of methanol must be less than 30%.
Methanol consumption is detrimental to
humans but at this level there was no
problem. The process worked on certain

~~~~s/~~:t~::w~ti~s~~~~~:d~~~

season. This has decreased the need for
pesticides, fertilizer and half the amount
of water necessary.
This process does not work in the
shade. This discovery will revolutionize
farming in hot arid areas such as Mexico, Egypt, North Africa and other
regions where water is scarce.
There are always down sides to new
discoveries, for example high doses o
methanol could damage crops. Methanol
is a flammable liquid that must be stored
correctly. These concerns can be miti
gated with education. One long shot
though is wh~ther or not the process
alters the geneuc make up of the plants.
This momentous discovery, if confirmed this summer, will revolutionize
farming in hot, dry areas. It will bring
needed relief to many areas of Africa.
Dr. Levister welcomes reader mail
concerning their body but regrets that he
is unable to answer individual letters.
Your letters will be incorporated into the
column as space perm·ts Y

OUR
BOD IE S

Dr. ErneSt LeviSter, F.A.C.P., F.A.C.P.M
ently because th ey originated 300 million years ago when the earth's atmosphere was far richer in carbon dioxide.
The experiment did not work on c4
plants which include com, sorghum and
many noxious weeds. These plants originated about 40 to 50 million years ago

·
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~uitable for today's enviroses. C3 plants are known to be less
They noted they get an increased rate
efficient users of photosynthesis, appar- of growth, healthier plants and an earlier
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Volunteers 8nd trainees of the KAC (Kids Against Crime) pose
wi th Program Coordinators.

through Thursday from 3 p.m. to
program.
She recalled 9 p.m. and 24 hours Friday
counseling a rape victim who
called in. Cox said she asked through Sunday. Dennis said
the girl "how long ago had she the youth volunteers rotate their
forwarding
the
been abused and have hours
hotline
phones
to
their
homes.
you
told
anybody
The program now serves
else about what happened?"
4,000
kids and also offers
By the end of the conversation,
services
in graffiti clean up,
Cox referred the young girl to a
finger-paint
training and
rape crisis center.
educational
workshops
Cox said she "felt kind of
(including
puppet
skits).
sad for what [the caller] went
Youth can call the hotline at
through. I thought about how
1
(800)
522-5 670. Interested
I would feel if I were that
volunteers
should call (909)
person."
882-1344.
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(above) Program Coordinators pose with volunteers of
KAC program. (left) Volunteer, goes through tralnln~
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Information On The FDA

QUESTION: Where can I get
information on the FDA?
ANSWER : The Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) is
responsible for good manufacturing practices for prescription
drugs, non-prescription drugs,
and foods. Specific responsibilities fall under the following categories and include:
Drugs: new drugs approval ,
tamper resistant packaging, prescription drug advertising
Biologics : human vaccine
and allergenic product licensing
blood banks, licensing for test
kits to screen blood for the
AIDS virus
Foods: labeling, safety of all
food products except meat and
poultry, bottled water
Medical Devices: pre-market
approval of new devices, manu-

I
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I

Eunice Wllllamson
facturing controls, reporting of
malfunctions serious reactions.
Electronic Products: guidance about recommended practices to reduce unnece ssary
exposure to radiation, radiation
performance standards for

microwav e ovens televisions,
laser products, sun lamps, ultrasonic therapy equipment, etc.
Veterinary Products: livestock
fee ds , pet foods , veterinary
drugs and devices.
Thousands of people contact
the following FDA resources
each year seeking information o
food and drug related topics:
Consumer Affairs Officers
(CAO)
The FDA has consumer
affairs officers throughout the
country who can respond to
questions
and
provide
brochures, posters, teacher kits,
and background papers on FDA
resisted topics. To reach a CAO,
look for FDA In the U.S. Government Section of the phone .
book. Ask for the nearest office
of Consumer Affairs.

:Bedroom Design-Turn Dreams Into Reality

.

Once upon a time the
bedroom was used only as a
place to sleep.
,Today, nearly every room in
the home is used for a multitude
of purposes and the bedroom is
no exception. It can double as
an office or just a retreat from
the busy world.
• With a bit of decorating
cre ativit y, your bedroom
~comes something more than a
place for slumber and closets.
~ 11 it might take is a new
furniture arrangement or
imaginative use of fabric to
section off a "special" area.
' Area rugs provide the means
f@r visually defining a portion
or the room, and can protect the
carpeting if there is a high
"traffic" area such as around a
bed or television.
• The bedroom evolves to
reflect your personality and
Hfestyle. It can be contemporary
o'r t raditional, country or
luxurious . Your "country"
lifestyle might be demonstrated

I

DECORATING
DEN

I

~=--------___,J

Denise Ellison McCarthy
with a polished brass bed and
completed with a fluffy
comforter, pillow shams, and a
dust ruffle.
I was surprised recently at a
friend's house when she proudly
revealed her new bedroom look.
It was a soft, carefully matched
English
county
room
contrasting with the remainder
of the house which was so
contemporary and minimalist
that it seemed austere. "This

room," she declared, "is me".
Ruffled, tied-back draperies
and a coordinating print fabric
ov er the pleated shades
completed the look . Her
husband loved the room and
called it the "heart" of the
home. Bravo!
If you need privacy or light
control at your windows, you
can use a mini blind , pleated
shade, or wood .blind as an
under treatment with a valance
and side panels of draperies
finishing out the treatment.
Color plays a critical role in
your dream bedroom scheme. If
the room is dark, consider the
new light colors: cream y
yellow, peach , or vanilla.
Control a cool room with the
warm color family: perhaps
raspberry orterra cona.
Decorating · your "dream·
room" can be special. And a
bedroom can be a fun room .
You can wake up each day to
dreams turned into reality.
For appointments call (909)

Outdoor Food & Drink Festival

Taste
ofthe
Inlan.d Empire
1993
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT!

GREAT FOOD & DRINK!
Calla
Panda Inn
Molinaro's
Mario's Place
La Cheminee

Rosa's
Las Cazuelitas
Black Angus
Bratt's
Black Tie BBQ
•
•
Bengal Kitchen Taste of New Orleans
Pacific Grille New England Lighthouse
Olive Garden
Chili Red
Spoons
Bittersweet Caffe

12 Noon Reggae/Steel Drum
The Calypso Compromise
2PM Country
Heather Myles
4 PM Blues
Magic John Blues Band

•

Hardway Blues Band

J. Filippi Winery
Cucamonga Cooler
Galleano·Winery

6 PM Jazz/R&B

plus beer

John Novello

and non-alcoholic

Vocalist: Gloria Rusch

SPONSORS
Inland Empire M agazine
LA Cellular
Hawaiian Airlines Great Expectations
Entertainment!
KAKTVS Radio
Avant Garde Limousine

Sunday• May 2nd• 12- 8 PM
Centrelake/Ontario • Haven & 1-10 Fwy
1 Mi East of Ontario Airport • near Panda Inn

VIP Advance Tickets $25
(909) 982-0906

GEN ADM $5 Food & Drink Tickets $1 ea
Avg 7 "tastes" per $25/Avg taste = 4 oz.
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'93 Essence Awards Honors Outstanding Black Women

0

This year's Award recipients
are Carol Moseley-Braun, first
African-American
woman
elected to the U.S. Senate; Gail
Devers, U.S. Olympic Gold
Medalist; Aretha Franklin ,
Queen of Soul, and multiple
Grammy Award-winning singer
and songwriter; "Sweet Alice"
Harris, community activist and
founder of Parents of Watts
(POW); Lena Home, legendary
actress and singer; Rosa Parks,

n Friday evening,
April 30, the 1993
Essence Awards will
pay tribute to eight outstanding
African-American women for
their accomplishments in their
respective fields and for their
significant contributions to their
communities, the country, and
the world. The event will the
held at The Paramount Theater
in New York City.

civil-rights activist; Tina Turner, achievements
are
often
multiple Grammy Award- unpublicized. Past honorees
winning singer and actress; and have included award-winning
Coria Wilson-Hawkins, educator poet and author Maya Angelou;
and community activist. The · astronaut Dr. Mae Jemison;
1993 Essence Awards recipients founder and president of the
will be profiled in the May issue Children's Defense Fund,
of ESSENCE.
Marian Wright Edelman; the late
The Essence Awards, first Dr. Georgia L. McMurray, teen
held in 1987, was created to advocate and social worker; and
focus national attention on dancer, actress and choreodistinguished African-American grapher Debbie Allen.
women whose exceptional
Editor-in-Chief of ESSENCE
Susan L. Taylor says, "The
inspiring stories of African-

American women are hardly
ever told to the nation. It is a
celebration of the AfricanAmerican woman's triumphs,
tenacity and ability to endure
and succeed. They are a
testament to the fact that no
matter how humble our
beginnings, with discipline,
focus and hard work we can
make a triumph of our lives."
The 1993 Essence Awards is
sponsored by Clairol, ColgatePalmolive Company, JC Penney,
Johnson & Johnson, Kraft

General Foods, MCI, PepsiCola, Revlon, ColorStyle and
Toyota. A corporate donation
from this year's event will be
made to the Children's Defense
Fund. The Awards will be held
on Friday, April 30, at 8:00 P.M.
The Awards ceremony will be
videotaped before a black-tie
audience to be broadcast on the
CBS Television Network.
For more information, call
(212) 465-MSG 1.

Aaron Michael 1ob1n urry Makes
Debut On VICKI

"Sweet Alice" Karns

Coria Wilson-Hawkins

f
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Lena Home

BR

llnaTumer

Rosa Parks

BEHAvioRAl SciENCE CENTER

.... ¥

Pat Tobin, grandmother, ·& Public Relations Consultant is expanding into Personal
Management. Tobin Is concerned there are not enough children In commercials. "We buy
diapers, bottles, baby food, clothes we should be advertising In the commercials.s Our
children should be seen In equal numbers in these commercials." .Shown left to right, Dr. T.
Berry Brazelton, pediatrician; Vicki, Aaron and his mom, Lauren Tobin. "Vicki!" is a Group w.
Production syndicated nationally in over 150 markets. It Is seen on KCAL 9 at 9:00 am In Los
Angeles.

"THE REAL AMERICAN

Professional Women
Hold Annual Convention

PSYCHOMASTERY"

DR. J. WAGNER

Jackie Solomon, San Oreo
District President, Business and
Professional Women will be
presiding over the Annual
Convention to be held at the
Riverside Sheraton, 3400
Market Street, April 23-25,
1993.
The theme of the conference,
Rounding Out the Role of
Today's Woman. Registration
begins at 8:45 a.m. on Saturday.
Saturday's program features
Elana Peters speaking on
"Daughters of Aging Parents"
and Gordon Cohn will speak on
"Cancer in Southern _California,
What to Know/Where to Go"
and Dorothea Heitz' topic
"Blossom with Robert".
A Western attire will be worn
to the installation of the
incoming President, Robert
Delhime.
For
further
infonnation call (909) 421-8144.

Motivating the children

ADVERTISE
Tiffi IN1.ANP EMPIRE
BUSINESS JOURNAL

A QUALITY LIFE
Mail (Cheque or Money Order) Only 5139.95
Sales Tax, Shipping[, Handling included.

Tiffi

A LLOW 2 -4 WEEK.-; FOR DELIVERY

&BUSINESS

BLACK VOICE
FiEWs ·

"THE REAL AMERICAN

PSYCHOMASTERY"
Top-Esteem Program
ISBN 0-9613141 - l · 7 Get ycur copy today
Family Handbook - Gold & White , Soft Cove r. 124 pg. 7"x IO"

(Smart Children Through Wisdom)

IfYou Make Just One
·Investment All Year,
Make It In Yourself.

NAACP Holds
Fundraiser Fish-Fry
The Riverside/Moreno Valley
NAACP will have a fish fry on
Saturday April 24, 1993, 11:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Dinners will
be sold at the NAACP Head
Start Building 2060 University
Ave. (Bobby Bonds Complex).
The donation is $5.00 per plate.
The menu includes: Fish,
potato salad, and green beans.
Proceeds to support NAACP
Child Development Centers and
the Act-So Program.

1584 Baseline # 107
(909) 885-PIES and
(909) 885-2062

San Bernardino, CA
6am-10pm
7 days a week

Bakery & Deli
Video & Art - Books
Pies-an assortment of Fruit Pies
including our World Famous
Bean Pies

* Cookies
* Coffee/Cakes
* Full Deli Sandwhiches
* Salads

Los Angeles Black
Business Expo A Success
Los Angeles' largest Black
business event of the year, the
Fifth Annual Los Angeles
Black Business Expo, was a
r tremendous success, judging by
the scores of people from the
community who recently turned
' out to meet and greet the
Southland's top entrepreneurs.
Said Expo Director, Barbara
Lindsey, "There has never been
a greater need to support of
African-American
, entrepreneurship than now.
Quite a few of the exhibitors
participating this year lost all or
part of their businesses, but in a
tremendous show of spirit,
they've bounced back. The
Expo gave them the forum to
showcase that spirit and
• determination, which is an
: • inspiration to us all."

··•·•··
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8300 De Longpre Avenue. Los Angeles. CA 90069

* Power Products

and Toiletries
Black, Latino & Indian
Art
Wholesale & Retail
Much More

*
*

*

•

•
INVESTMENT: S89 INADVANCE

•

CHOOSE FROM 45 LEARNING
W ORKSHOP SEMINAR SESSIONS

CALLNOW!

FOR COMPLIMENTARY PROMOTIONAL BROCHURE
AND REGISTRATION f ORM CALL

CONVENTION CENTER

$115 ATTHE DOOR

PRICE INUUDES:
Continental Breakfast, Three Workshops,
lunch, four Keynote Speakers
and Networking Reception

RIVERSIDE

•

(909) 391-1015 EXT. 21 OR 2fi

KATHLEEN BROWN

STEPHANIE EDWARDS

RITA M ORENO

BARBARA WALDEN

STAT E TREASURER

Stephanie fdwords' career includes
fifteenappearances on the 'Tonight
Show," co-starring roles inthree network
series and two films, and co-host of
"A.M. America.· Stephanie is !he
spokesperson for the West Coast
lucky Stores.

Rito Moreno isthe only femole
perlormer to hove won oil four of the
most prestigious show business
awards; the Oscar, the fmmy, the
Grammy and the Tony.

BarbaroWolden is the founder of her
own cosmeticcompany, author, ond
humanitarian. Borboro hos tobu~ted
interviews inwell over500
newspapers and magazines around
!he world.

Kathleen Brown is !he state of
Colrrornio'sofficial banker. She is
responsible for!he management
of the state's$20 billion plus
investment portfolio.

STea,.r~ eat.0 P _ . ~
GLORIA M O LINA

Video & Audio Tapes
for Sales or Rental
1

1Vle1nberships Now Being Accepted

I

•

LINDA ALVAREZ

•

N I NA BLANC HARD

Sponsors:AppleOne Employment Service• AT & T • AIIowwest Me.dical Group• Beaver Medical Clinic• California State Bank• California State University, San
Bernardino• Cal Poly Pomona, Cootinuing Education• Oiaffey College• Olino Community Hospital• Olino Valley Bank• Oaremont Graduate School • Council of Wo
San Bernardino Valley• Daily Press • Dirccton Mortgage • Doctors Hospital of Montclair/Ontario Community Hospital• Desert Sun • Eldo11do Bank • FauSt Printing• F
Fox Colour• Galleria At Tyler • Girl Scouts, San Gorgooio Council • Griswold's Claremont Center • IBM Corpo111ioo • Wand Empi,e Community Newspapers (Colton Couri
Rialto Record• El Chicano) • The Wand Empire Hispanic News• Inland Valley Daily Bulletin• Inter Valley Health Plan• Kaiser Steel Resources • League of Women Vote
Riverside • Loma Linda University Medical Center• Lucky Stores, Inc. • Mechanics National Bank • Men:hants & Manufactu,ers Association • Minuteman Press of Colton •
National Orange Show • Orange National Bank • Pacific Bell • Precinct Reporter News •
·
• Redlands Community Hospital, Women's Health
Programs • Redlands Medical Group, lnc. • Riverside Medi~! Oinic • Riverside Community Hospital • Riverside/San Bernardino Broadcasters Association • San Antonio
Community Hospiul • San Bernardino Downtown Main Street, Inc. • South Coast Air Quality Management District • Stewart • Holt Advertising • The Ritz-Carlton, Rancho
· ge • The Prcss-Entetprise • The San Bernardino Sun• Union Bank• United Part:el Service• University of La Verne• University of California, Riverside (Graduate School
·
Management)• Wells Fugo Bank• Women's Rdcrral Service/Women·s Yellow Pages
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FOR THE BEST
INTRAVELPLANS
Mobile / Club / D.J.

Attorney at Law

Sound Reinforcement

M~6!5

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(909) 683-1777

Systems

23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388

909-242-3414

.9Lnytliing (joes
r.Boutique

African-American
Gift & Bookstore

DISCOUNT DESIGNER
CLOTHING
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES
tJ)resses•Suits •Casual ana'Evening 'Wear

Oils, Incense, Dolls, African
Clothes, Books, Art, and
More...

Centur~

Otis Jones
Attorney At

~l~
10689
Magnolia Ave
Suite #7
Riverside, CA

Law
696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401
Call Me At
(909) 8885579.

92505
(909) 789-1175

Just Opened

• Ji1.ccessories

HAS MOVED TO
COURTYARD CENTER
1300 E. WASHINGTON STREET
COLTON, CA 92324

Indtgo
651 OMagnolia Ave.

Next To Berean Christian Store
215 FWY - Washington & Mt. Vernon

We would like to list
and sell your home!
Samuel & Shirley
McClure Agents

Riverside, CA

Our Hours Are:

Hours
.Mon-Sat 10 am-8 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm

Visa-Masterard Accepted

'1fa

Attorney At Law

- - T f i c ? Frencfl - -

The KAOS KREW ~
B•M•B Productions

W

New& Used
1225 North D Street
San Bernardino, CA 9240 1

BRAID ERY

D.J. Barrey B.....

(909) 683-1777

·ooN'T HAVE HOME CHURCH?'

Basic Wedding

.

\

TIM & PAULA
444 E Foot~ill Bl F

Rialto, CA. 92376
(909} 820-2797

EXPERIENCE IT ALL!
FASHION, GLAMOUR, BEAUTY
ROMANCE!!!

A Caring Service I• Here.
Wony-Free Trllnaportlltlonl

TREAT YOURSELF TO
PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP

909/ 682-5442
You Name ff, We Can Do It!

Specializing in :
Braids
lndivid1Aals
Micros & Trees

AT LAST •••

I

• Additions • Remodeling • Build
New Commercial/Residential

Incl. Lie. - $91
Call for many other services
and Wedding programs.

The Satisfying Professional Disc Jockey Service

BUSY BEE
·cuSTDM DESIGNS

WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? .

Remodeled hlstorlcal decorated Chapel & recptlon
Halls. 111cludes: Minister, (?rganlst & _water fountains.
License also available h,,._.: .holds 2-300 guests.
Semi Formal - ${25 • Formal -$250
Formal Wedding g· Reception - $550

Up to 50% off '

AMINAH & GRACE

courteoUS .
[)rivers

professional
5erviC8

ARTISTRY, STYLING, AND A
DIFFERENT NEW LOOK AT•••

'fltir

THE IMAGE MAKER
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO
24715-D

1'\,\)S

VICTORY CHAPEL

20% OFF ON DRAWINGS

884-6105

r~

.. Dur f3raids Say It All "

1-800-606-KAOS

909-884-1230

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

Tanya Humphery

Umar Abdul-Hakim

909-783-3344"
~

(909) 781-9575

92506

Monday - Thursday - 11:00 - 6:15
Friday - 11:00 to 5:30 -

Albert Johnson Jr.

.,

~

SUNNYMEAD BLVD.,

- RBLA.TIVE SHUITLB SERVICE
"Tour O>mfort Zone For 7h.wel •

MORENO VALLEY

Included with construction contract

call

SO LET'S GET BUSY!

682-6070

DON'T GET STUNG BY UNLICENSED BUILDERS Lie. #S98303

Charles L. Stewart
--Agency-State Farm Insurance
UNIQUE COLLECTION OF AUTHENTIC:
Specializing In
African clothing & fabric
leather handbags • purses
LOW
•Church
•Business
caps/hats• home deco
PRICES
jewelry • coral beads ate.
•Condominiums
, .•Life
•Apartments
open house on weekends
Phone: (909) 887-0755
Call Stella
· --Insurance-'
1-909-653-1133
Before buying African, see our selection.

WESTERN BANK MORTGAGE
TALK TO A REAL ESTATE LENDING
PROFESSIONAL
ROBERT

(909)357-1990

OR

CALL US TODAY AT

(909) 924-3534.

(909)276-5556 '

T

H

LIV

E

to 6

Sat. 9-3

COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AND PORTFOLIOS.

Office
13800 C. Heacock St.
Suite 214
Moreno Valley. CA 92558

Cancer
Aid
»:: - -

a ,~

CAPITOL A M ERICAN

Oa!!oJ

BARON E. SUMMERS
DISTRICT MANAGER

Specializing in African-American Art

6178 Juanro Way
~verside, CA 92504

(909) 686-8398
Alicia & Howard Le~

Sales: 714-999-9347
SeNice & Claims:
(800) 541-1225

Malling Address
P.O. Box518
1000 Palms. CA92276-0518

Aslc For Joltn

FREE FREE FREE
TRIAL CLASS,
THURS. FEB. 18TH 1993
8:00 PM • 9:00 PM

2900 Adams St., Suite /C110 Riverside

N o P RIOR EXPERIENCE

* 6.50 % 9/25 1st
7.75% 30/30 1st 6/25% 2nd

1st & 2nd MORTGAGES
RATES AS LOW AS

PARTY PARTY PARTY

M-F 9

WE ALSO DO PROFESSIONAL ACTING AND

(909) 985-1899

DJ

N ECESS/\RY

OFFICE

FOR CURRENT SPECIALS!

HIP HOP AEROBICS
VVI

HARREL

(909) 684-0484

y., IYllllble far llmltld ffllndL

Call UI today for your
pl'lfwred pick-up l'IMM1lon

for advertisement information

, ',

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN OF COLOR

Tr1nsportatlon to and from lnmaw facHl11N.

, .- - • Coupon $aver • - - ,

:F~EE:
I
I
EVALUATION

I
& NO Up-front Fees!
I
I
P-~°""'a/
I
30 YEARS EXPERIENCE I Call Now(909) 689-251 r I
Slow Credit OK
ORE Approved Lender
L - - - Offer Valid wtCoupon - - - .J
Debt Consolidation • Home Improvements
VA Approved

BRE DANCE STUDIO
909-787-8707
3641 9TH STREET- RIVERSIDE

(CORNEROF 9TH & ORANGE)

~~c!lt

*Rates subject to change.

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79

SAM LEE

Riverside, CA 92507

"Sen•ing the Comm1111ity ll'ith Qua/it/ Care a11d £\pert Sen-ice.·

~I
IIORTGAGE CONSULTANTS, INC.

23080 D-220 Alessandro Bini• .\lcm:nc, \':1lll'y. CA

Precession cuts
Press & curls
Relaxers

~. ~
13819 Foothill Blvd.
Fontana. CA 92335

.-

(909) 357-6993

..

Do you need a loan for a: Home purchase,
Equity Loan, Debt Consolidation, Remodeling
or Commerclal Property?
Credit Problems? We can help you! Call us a
(909) 273-7510. William Powell, President.
Orange Coast Mortgage Consultants
250 East Rincon Suite 201
Corona, CA 91719 .

r:----------------~
aBlouses .......................................$2.50 1

Nex110Garhc Rose
andDon Jose

I

(909) 656-~131
•

0 '- E D \ Y < I. I •..\'- I'-<• SI. H \ I< I.
O',I· I> .\ , .\I.Tl ' l{ .\TIO', SI H\ I< I ·

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

i. • • • •

SPECIAL

:oRAPERY:
7 9 ¢ ATt:::N~0eW..~:A •
•

ILaundry Shirts..........................$1.00 I i
j
IPants .•.••••••••••••....•.•.•.•..•••........••..$2.00 1.=.
it.i....1
~><==:!...
I .......::.
" -1--~
f _ 1
1
I
Alessandro
1Suits ............................................$4.75 I
•
IDresses .......•.•...••....................•...$4. 75 I
:
l(Silk
X-tra)
I •·
.JI
I

~----------------

•

>"·· .·

PER PLEAT LINED I

1

MuS1 p,esen1 coupon••lh,ncom,ngO<do...
n01 valtd wtfh 01t.e, ofters • bf)ltfl. Feb 93

-------------

•
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COLTON
GRAND TERRACE
Institute ofDivine Metaphyiscal
Resarch
William Beamon
(909) 823-2200
(Meeting Place)
582 W. Valley Blvd
Colton, CA 92334
Mtliling Address- P.O. Box 0012
Fontana, CA 92324
Weeting Times)
T4esday - 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm
Sqnday - 11 :00 am - I :00 pm

FONTANA
I
Methodist
BJthelAME
•
MI ms
A. Buehanan, Pastor
I
Baseline Ave.
F tana, CA 92335
(9 ) 350-9401
B tist
Community Baptist Church
"dome Let Us Reason Together"
1~54 Carter St, Fontana, CA
(9 ) 350-9646
S day Services
S day School
9:30 a.m.
M ming Worship
11:00 a.m.
B. .U.
5:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

E hesian New Testament
R v. Emory James, Pastor
1 86 Foothill! Blvd.
F tana,CA
(909) 823-3400
KPRO 1570AM
(see ad for services)

Church Glorious Christian
Fellowship
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Grand Terrace, CA 92324
(909)423-3035
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.

MORENO VALLEY

This Week Try A
Church That
Advertises In
Our Directory

4:00p.m.

REDLANDS
Baptist
Community Missionary Baptist
939 Clay
Redlands, CA 92374
(909) 793-2380
Second Baptist, Redlands
Rev. A. Green
420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
(909)793-1074
Sunday Worship
Church School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.

New Covenant Bible Church
P.O. Box 8831
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching
St., Comer of Ironwood and
Kitching)
(909) 485-2770
Reverend James Franklin
Weekly Services:
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m.

RIALTO
Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA

Baptist
New Hope Baptist
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
(909) 780-7110
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Sunday Worship
11:00a.m.
First Baptist Church
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
277 E. Fifth Street
Perris, CA 92370
(See ad for services)

Non Denominational
Loveland
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 899-0777
(see ad for services)

11:00a.m.

Methodist
Perris Valley Ministry of the
United Methodist Church
Rev. Charles E. Washington
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge
Elementary School
15950 Indian Ave., MV
Church School: 10 am
Worship Service: 11 am

PERRIS

Seventh bay Adventist
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Fontana, Ca
(909) 822-4349
Pastor Elder Ivan Williams ·

Morning Worship
Adventist
Youth Program

Pastor Elder Timothy Nixon
275 E. Grove St Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851

The Living Word Deliverance
Center
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center)
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-3539
Sunday Services: 11:00 am
12:30 pm
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm

RIVERSIDE
Methodist
Allen Chapel AME Church
4009 Locust
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-9406
Amos Temple CME
2719 11th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(See ad for services)

Seventh Day Adventist
Perris Seventh Day Adventist
Pastor Elder George King
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
(909) 657-2798
Saturday Service
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.

Baptist
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 688-7872
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

BLACK VOICE

BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH
16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335

Canaan Baptist Church
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside, CA 94504
(909)353-1010
Sunday Bible Study
9:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship
11:00a.m.
Sunday Training
6:00p.m.
Tuesday Church
Workers Meeting
7:00p.m.
Prayer & Bible
Study Meetings
Wednesday
7:00p.m.
Come & See Baptist Church
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(909) 486-4864
Dr.E. Jones
School of Wisdom
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church
Pastor Leon Thompson
Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Monday Mission
7:00p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00p.m.
Sat Choir Rehearsal
l:30p.m.
Good News Missionary Baptist
Rev. Johnny D. Harris
215 Big Springs Rd.
Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 55743
(909) 787-7743
Sunday Services
Song&
Praise Service
9:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Greater Faith Missionary Baptist
Rev. H. Bratton
11100 Cedar Ave.
Bloomington, CA 92316
(909) 871-2978
Worship Services
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship & Praise
12:30p.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Pastor Elder Jesse Wilson
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.

AMOS TEMPLE
271911th St.
Riversidet CA 92507
(909)883-1567

(909)350-9401

Church Service

11:00a.m.

Adventist Youth
Services
Mid-Week Service
Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
Friday Evening

Church Of God In Christ
Refreshing Spring Temple ·
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0860
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Morning Service
11:15 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights &
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m.

4:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

7:30p.m.

ML Moriah Baptist
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(9()()) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Devotion & Worship
10:45am.
BYPU (1st)
5:30p.m.
Evening
6:00p.m.
New Joy Baptist Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see as for services)
Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(9()()) 684-8782
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Sunday school
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training
Union/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Tues. Teachers
Meeting
7:00p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7:00p.m.

"Blood Bought" Deliverance
Ministries
(An inter-denominational Ministry)
Pastor Patrick Belton
Sunday Services
Sunday School - 10:30 -11:45
Worship Service - 12:00 noon
(Temp Location): Holiday INNCrown Room, 1200 University
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507
Call (909) 788-2563 for info.

Apostolic/Pentecostal
Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788-0170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Non Denominational
Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor
6770 Magnolia
Riverside, CA 92506
(909) 684-9160
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.
Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-7532
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services
10: 15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10: 15 a.m.
Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.

The Powerhouse COGIC
Rev. McDowell
2843 11th SL
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)684-6923
Worship Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Service
11:30a.m.
Evening Service
6:30p.m.
Tuesday Bible Srudy
7:30p.m.
General Service
Friday
7:30p.m.

SL John Baptist
Rev. C. James, Pastor
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0000
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Service

9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.
6:00p.m.

For Weekly

Church News
Subscribe To
The Voice

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(909)684-7532

SUNDAY SERVICES

Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday
8:30 p.m.

First Baptist

W orsbip With Us At

L

O

'Ies~ lio~ N

Sunday Worship Location:
Etlwanda lligh School
13500 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

hurch •,

(909) 887-5213

WEEKLY SERVICES

Chuck Singleton
&niorPastor

Courtney Carruthers, Pastor

Order Of Services

Tuesday
Theology Class - 12 noon
Mission - 1 :30 pm

Wednesday
Prayer Praise • 7:00 pm

Rev Marvin L Brown l
.
.
_

I

NEW JOY
BAPTIST CHURCH

Temple
Missionary .
Baptist
iCJ,urcb•

1583 West Union Street
P.O. Box 7333
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Teen Summit Tuesday
Wed Night Prayer
Wed Night Bible Study

9:45AM .
. 8:00AM
& 11:00AM

7:00PM
6:30PM
7:00 PM

Pastor T. Ellsworth
Gantt, II

ornia Street
Christ
2828 N. California Street
San Bernardino, California

Sunday
, Early Morning Worship - 7:45 am
Morning Worship - 10:45 am
Blble Study & Choir Practice· 6:00 pm

Service Times:

Raymond Turner, Pastor

Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
Prayer Services
7:00 p.m.

277 E. Fifth Street
P.O. Box 1399
Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (714) 657-3767

D

8:00a.m.
Hallelujah Service
11:00 a.m.
Cathedral Worship
6:00p.m.
The Great Family Assembly

Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m.
Nursery Opened
IO: 15 a.m.

Worship Services

Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
'Tuesday Teen Bible Study
Wednesday Bible Study

9:45 am
11:00 am
6:00pm
6:00pm
7:00pm

ST. PAUL A.M.E.
CHURCH

Service held at:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
Worship Services

Sunday:
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Tuesday:
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study
7:00 p.m. Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.
"Everyone Is Welcome"

1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA
92411
(909)887-1718
Sunday Worship
Services
8:00 a.m.
11 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30
Wednesday
Blble Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Charles Brooks

BR IEFS
Bethel AME Sponsors

Bake Sale
Bethel A.M.E. Church of
Perris is sponsoring a bake sale
for an 11 year old boy who was
the victim of a racially
motivated attack. The bake sale
will be in front of the Perris
Wal-Mart on Perris Blvd.
beginning at 9;30 a.m. A trust
fund has also been established to
help retire the $350,000 in
medical expenses the family has
incurred.
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Local Church Goes Television

D

r. H . Hubbard and
the
Community
Missionary Baptist
Church of Redlands has
embarked upon a glorious move
of spreading the " Jesus Joy"
across the nation.
One of the embarkrnents is a
new television show entitled
"The Jesus Joy Jubilee" which
airs every Sunday morning,
from 9:30 a.m to 10:00 a.m., on
television station KDOC,

channel 56.
This television station has
broad coverage; reaching over
107 cities and more than 80
cable stations, simultaneously.
Some of the cities reached
include Long Beach, Escondido,
Santa Barbara, Pasadena,
Pomona, Fontana, Moreno
Valley, Victorville, Little Rock,
Banning and all of the Inland
Empire area.
Viewer response has been
phenomenal. Dr. Hubbard's
desire is that more people hear

about Jesus as Lord and become
filled with the "Jesus Joy" .
The format ranges to include
all age groups, from the young
to the senior citizens. The
groups performing are The
Smiles, The Teens, The Young
Adult Choral, The Senior Choir,
The Dedicated Radio Angelical
Choir, Moreno Valley's Gospel
Seven, The Haynes Sisters, and
the H.H. Ensemble. The format
also includes Preaching as well
as Healing and Deliverance
Services.

I'm In Love With A
Married Woman
commitment and they become
'one flesh' (Genesis 2:24). God
is not into destroying marriages.
It is simple to have a strong
desire of the flesh and try to
justify that desire by including
God. Hey, God wants to be
included, but not by destroying
a marriage. Only Satan destroys
marriages. You and she both
need to repent and trust God that
he will alter your des ire in
another path.
I would suggest strongly that
you avoid any contact with her
as much as possible until you
Dr. Reggie Woods
conquer this erroneous desire.
God is not into adultery. Most
Question: Dear Dr. Woods, I
cases when they 'claim' they1are in
have allowed myself to fall in
love with someone else's mate,
love with a woman that is
adultery is involved. Adultery
married. I wish I could lay this
cannot be justified. It is not
desire aside, however, it is
acceptable. If you are truly
overwhelming. I believe
sincere about your relatio~ship
possibly that God is leading us
with God, you will look to
together and that she married the
change this situation. I pray you
wrong man. What do you think
do so expeditiously.
about this situation?
If you have a question that
Anonymous, CA
you would like answered, write:
Answer: Dear Sir, I can
Dr. Reginald Woods, Life
guarantee you that God is not
Changing Ministries, P.O. Box
involved in your situation.
9778 San Bernardino , CA
When two people make a
92427-9778.
commitment, then God sees that

Questions
And Ansvvers

cafeShalom
Cafe Shalom, an evening of
international folk dancing, will
be held on Saturday, April 24,
1993 from 7:30 to 10:00 at
Temple Emanu El, 35th and E
Streets, San Bernardino.
Admission donation is $4 for
adults and $2 for children under
12. For information call (909)
886-4818.

St. John Baptist Church
Hosts A Revival
St. John Baptist Church of
Riverside will be hosting a
revival on Tuesday through
Thursday, April 27-29th at 7
p.m. nightly.
St. John Baptist
Church is located at 2433 Tenth
Street, Dr. Conway James is
Pastor. For more information
call (909) 784-0000.

New Hope Celestial Choir
Holds Annual Musical
The Celestial Choir of New
Hope Missionary Baptist Church
will present their 18th Annual
Musical on Sunday, April 25,
1993, at 7 p.m.
New Hope is located at 1575
West
17th
Street,
San
Bernardino. Call (909) 8 87 2526 for more information.

St. Paul AME Announces
Spring Revival
Dynamic preaching will take
place at "Spring Revival" at St.
Paul AME Church, May 3rd thru
May 7th. Rev. Ron Wright,
Pastor of St. Paul AME Church,
Santa Barbara, CA will be the
guest Evangelist for this revival.

ST. PAUL OBSERVES THE INSTITUTION OF THE LORD'S SUPPLY ON HOLY THURSDAY-The
members of the Ministerial Staff and Stewardess' Board receives the Holy Communion from
Pastor Brooks at the Holy Thursday Service. Annually, the Passover Meal, Holy Communion
and Proclamation of the Word is observed at St. Paul. Pastor Brooks believes these symbols
are important in the Christian Church. "We learn by precept and example," states Pastor
Brooks.

For more information call (909)
887-1718

Son-Rise Robe Dedication
Concert
"Son-Rise"
Community
Choir will present their Robe
Dedication Concert, Saturday,
May 1st, 6:00 p.m. at the Bobby
Bonds Auditorium, Kansas and
University in Riverside.
For more information call
(909) 874-4422.

NewHopeMBC
Celebrates Mother's Day
New

Hope

Missionary

Baptist Church invites all
mothers and daughters of the
community to come celebrate
Mother's Day with them, on
Saturday, May 1, 1993 ,at
Norton AFB NCO Club 10 a.m.
For more infonnation call
(909) 887-2526.

Live Celebration Concert
Live celebration concert with
very special guests: Ministe r
Vernon Chappel & the
Bakersfield Community Choir
Trenor & Parker and the L.A.
Cathedral Choir on Saturday,
April 24, 1993, 7:45 p.m. at
Valley Fellowship SDA Church,

RIVERSIDE FAITH
TEMPLE MINISTRIES

COME WORSHIP
WITH US
YOU'LL LOVE IT!

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
1625 Avalon Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(909) 276-8374
Cleveland Hobdy III, Sr. Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service
11:00 a.m.
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m.

SAN BERNARDINO
Baptist
Bethesda Missionary Baptist
Church
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Hour
11:00 a.m.

'

'

1

1

~

'
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New Visions
Christian
Community Church

',
;1

'.

Meeting At: St. Christopher Catholic

Church
13510 Perris Blvd. , Moreno Valley, CA
Adult Educadoo Bldg. Class Rm. #7

Worship Schedule:

Emerson Jefferson, M.A., M.Dlv.

Sunday:
Tuesday:

Christian Growth Training -- 9:30 am
Morning Worship Service -- 10:30 am
Prayer Meeting -- 7:00 pm
Bible Study -- 7:30 pm

_We are a come as you are church!

Quinn AME
Cfturcft

f _.

I

Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA

KPRO 1570 AM

92552

(Allessandro &
PASTORS JOE & BEA SIMS

urc o o In
Carter Memorial
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
5306ODEL
Rubidoux, CA
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30p.m.
Evening Service
7:00p.m.

1

'•'

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church
5747 Rutland Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
(909) 785-8055
Rev. Walter Dixon, Pastor
Rev. Theodore Leonard, Assistant
Pastor
Schedule
Sunday School
9:30am
Morning Worship 11:00am
Monday Mission 7:00pm
Wednesday
Mid-Week Service
and Bible Study 7:00 pm

·'
'•
'
·
'
'~

"A Lay - Shepherding
_Ministry Fulfilling The Rev. franlc Gray, Pastor
22920 Allessandro
Needs Of Our Listeners"

SUNDAY SERVICES
Prayer .......................................................................8:30a.m.
Sunday School ...........................................................9:30a.m.
Morning Service ......................................................11:00a.m.
Evening Classes/Worship Service ........................ 6:30p.m.

Bright Star Missionary Baptist

275 E. Grove, Rialto.
For more information call
(909) 626-9119.

Voices In Praise

2355 Pennsylvania
Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 788-0170

this event nationally.
Dr. Hubbard invites pastors of
the Christian churches, to be
participants in the Lord's
television programming.

Dr. Hubbard solicits the
prayers of the Christian families
that God will bring more people
into the Kingdom of the Lord.
And that God will give him
vision and substance to move

1606 W. 11th St
San Bernardino, CA
(909) 381-4475

Saturday, 6 PM-9PM
(714) 684-7017 or
Josephine Birdsong-Lacey

"

unday
Sunday Worship
Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9

New Hope COGIC
254 So. Mt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

fredericlcl
(9091 653-6650
Rev. Frank Gray
ORDER 01 SIRVICI
Sundq School
9:30 am
Morning Worsllip
11 :00 am
Bible Study
7:00 pm Wedne•dq

Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School
l0a.m.
lla.m.
Morning Worship
Wednesday Bible
Study
Prayer Meeting
7p.m.

Non Denominational
Life Changing Ministries
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods

Mt. Rose Mission Baptist
Church

5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909) 381-4885
(see ad for services)

Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
Sunday Service
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

Apostolic I Pentecostal
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church

New Hope Baptist, S.B.

aptzst
New Life Missionary Baptist
Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singltary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Services
Sunday School
9:30am.
Sunday
Worship Service
11:00am.
Sunday11:00a.m.
Children's Church
MondayChoir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Study
6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd Wednesday
6:00p.m.
Mission Meeting
Thursday
Prayer & Praise
7:00p.m.
Service
Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday
1:00-2:00 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Friday

St. Paul AME Church

Grace Bethel MBC

Rev. Joel Steward
3153 N. Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(909) 887-1227 / 887-3809
(see ad for services)

Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2138

Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided

Pastors Jule~ Nelson, Ph.D and
Lourdes Nelson
"Heart of Revival Church"
1890 W. 30th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909)887-3013
Sunday Services
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Celebration Service
11:00 a.m.
Evangelic Service
6:30 p.m.

I
~

10250 Cypress Ave.
7:30p.m. Riverside, CA 92053
· (909) 352-1688
Pastor Rev. Levonzo Gray

Rev. Charles Brooks
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718
(see ad for services)

Temple Missionary Baptist Church
Pastor Raymond Turner
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen."
(see ad for worship times)

Ma reno Valley
Quinn Chapel AME

New Vision Foursquare Gospel
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)

..

Riverside (.c ont.)

Rev. Frank Gray Pastor
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
(909) 653-6650 / 887-3076
Order of Services
Sunday School
9:30 am
11am
Church Service
Bible Study
Wednesday
7pm

•-•!!!!!!!Ill-------•I
I
SUBSCRIBE

.

•

Services:
Sunday School
Evening Worship
2nd &4th
Monday Evagelism
Wednesday Prayer
Service

9:30am
7:30pm
7:00 pm
6:30pm

Mt. Zion Baptist Church2 171 W. Lincoln Street
San Bernardino, 92411
(909) 887-1411
Rev. H.L. Cambpell, Pastor
Order Of Service
Morning Worship
8:00 am
Sunday School
9:30 am
Morning Worship
11 :00 am
Evening Service
7:00 pm
Tuesday Nite Mission 7:00 pm
Wednesday Nite Bible Study &
Prayer Meeting
7:00 pm
1st Sunday Communion

New Birth Baptist Church
11131 Pierce Street
Riverside, CA 92503
(909) 354-9090 or 341-0347(pager)
Rev. E.V. Jernigan, Pastor
, Order of Service
Morning Service 10:00 am
f.unday Service
11:00 am
Wednesday Night
Prayer Service 7:30 pm

...,
I
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Hi-Ori Paper Towels

Thrifty
Bathroom Tissue

Sterlllte·
Household
Plasticware
• 6-qt. Super Bowls.
REG. 1.99

Big Roll-50% more sheets. REG. 99C EA.

Roll of 1000 sheets.

~

·

#0710.

•
•
•
•

~

2-qt. Pitcher. ,~. REG. 1.89
9-qt. Rectangular Wastebasket. #1012. REG. 1.99
10-qt. Fluted Wastebasket. #1015. REG. 1.99
nnted Shoebox, Red or green. #1652. REG. 1.49

';

Coke

2 liter bottle.
Regular or Diet.
Assorted
varieties.

PANTENE
PRO-V

.99cEA.

PUJSCAREOEMl'TlOII

VALUE

j

!!'--~. . .
11 Poo

r.,., f} "'vH.11r

t

t ,,•, "..• k:,•o,c-n

..,, ;
,

G.E. t~ .____
Pantene Hair Care

,

Thrifty
Soft-While Light Bulbs

13-oz. Pro-V Shampoo with Conditioner;
8-oz. Pro-V Deep Conditioning Treatment;
7-oz. Shampoo or Conditioner.
Assorted formulas.

• 4-Pack. 60 watt, 75 watt or 100 watt
• Single pack 3-way. 50/100/150 watt.

ii~

EA.

j@~@OO
No Nonsense Panty Hose
Regular, Control Top or Sheer-to-the-Waist.
Assorted sizes and shades.

REG. 1.29 to 5.29. SALE: 77C to 3.17

Coke, Sprite
or Dr Peoper

12-oz. cans. Reguiar or Diet.

~~6;p·
PACKL5i~v~

I

Miller Premium Beer

12-oz. cans. Genuine Draft, Lite, High
Life or Genuine Draft Light
M24PACI
•

11
300

.,,. ,

Sale Price

Less Mir's

Mail-in Rebate•
FUJS l'.A-VAUJ£

.~--·
.·~..

Anal Cost
Alter Rebate

~f ....

•5ee coupon in s1Dre for mail-in rebate conditions.

I
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THRlffl PIIDMACY
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

Pllarmadst will be IIIPPY ID transler your
You:,!:c~on tram
your trleftdlY
nelGh
bOtllt and we'll dO Ille rest!
Just brlllg In your
AHAi 11'1¥

•::::":Jt:.

pmcrllll'°:11!....a
AaNailEICE•--•• • ......,.•.
•C""•NIS(l1,n01 FOi YOUI
• CQIIPll1I sanSFAfflOII

Pasta Louiai

14-oz. Fettuccini or 16-oz. Spagliettini, Linguini,
Capellini, Fusilli or Elbow Macaroni.

THRIITT IS PROUD TO HONO' ~SE· FOLLOWING
PRESCRIPTION PL.lln ·
• ADVANCE RX

~~I

E PROGRAM

• BLUE CROSS-BLUE.s~m?R1~~\,E~r-oYE

...........................
• SMG MEDNET

18 ii)

.....

FOR

.

Del Monie Spaghetti Sauce

26.5-oz. Traditional, Meat Flavor, With Mushrooms
or With Garlic &Onion.

~

Bumble Bee Albacore
Chunk White Tuna
6.125-oz. can. Packed in pure
spring water.

.$ 9
lj.·.•..:

EA.

EA.

Convenience, Selection & Friendly SerVice
••
?Ue ~
.J1,,.,,.,1,,, Alt••
I
-1

!MANUFACTURERS' :
I
I

COUPONS

I
I

·-------------·

See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You
Not All Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores.
Our Advertising Policy: If an item is not described as reduced or sale, ii may be at the reeular price. A re;ular price, though not reduced, is an outstanding value. Our intention is to have every
advtmsecl item in stoclc and on our shelves. Hyour local start should run out of any advtmsecl item during the salt period, or should an item not arrive due to unfametn cirt11mstance1,
the store will offer you o 1110sonable substiMe or we will issue you an ovenold coupon on request for the item lo be purchased at the sale price whenever available plus one Thrifty Dollar.
This does not apply lo clearance and dose-out sales or lo special purcha1ts where quantities are limited to stock available. No sales to dealers. Limit rights reserved.

DIJCeVER

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, MOST STORES NOW
CARRY A SELEalON OF FRESH MILK AND DAIRY PRODUm
r,

(i

\,
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"·The
fhe Great Mini Van Search: Chrysler & Ford

search continues.
Thank you for the
.._
response . I am very
;
happy to hear that you
.. •like the column
..-:- ·l have been asked, "How do
-you test these vehicles?" I test
the Minivans just like you
.,w0uld. I go to the dealership
, and look at the Minivans. I
, cq~ck the window stickers, talk
t0, the sales representatives and
drive the cars.
_ J do it this way because it is
~ ; the way that you will most likely
.,. test drive a car.
·· •:1do suggest that before you
: • buy any vehicle that you rent
• one for the weekend and live The old Ford Areostar Is perfect for towing up to 3 tons.
with it.
I suggest the weekend Sales Manager, Riverside of a Grand Voyager after five
b~cause car rental prices are Chrysler-Plymouth, he said, years is about
38 % or
• lqwer. If you don't find the car "African-Americans work at this $6,843.80
o.,..your choice at your local rent dealership. We have three in the Standard equipment levels
• a ~ ar company ask your local service depanment, one in the vary and options vary so prices
1
dealer. (Chino Hills Ford Rents body shop and one on the sales will vary.
~ ne~ Fords.)
staff. We also hire women. My
The negatives - the Voyager
: : 'fhis week Carol, Kelsey (her body shop manager is a woman , felt old. As a matter of fact it
• f~OJ year-old son who looks like we have women on our sales felt a lot like my old Valiant.
! he•.... · s eight) and I, the car nut, staff. and women in the service
Now that is a great ride
• ctiecked out the Chrysler depanment".
compared to an old pick up
Plymouth Voyager and the Ford
Our sales representative was truck, but the ride quality was
Aerostar.
Steve.
A nice European- inferior as compared to the
These two models are the American that had been on the Toyota Previa and the Mercury
: olcfest of all Minivans. Chrysler job for about two weeks.
Villager.
: invented the minivan in the
Unfortunately, I new more
The front end creaked and
: early eighties. It has remained about the Minivans that he did.
groaned in th e comers like a
• _essentially unchanged until
Here are the good points rusty bed in an earthquake .
•. tpday.
about this aging Minivan.
The outside middle seat belt
; . 'It was a great idea that
The interior of the Voyager on the right side has a terrible
~ ~ worked well, so Ford quickly was nice. Each seat position had set up.
t J ollowed with the Aerostar.
it's own cup holder and storage
Once the middle seat
~ ·_ -:.Now I am an old Mopar Man. companment (a real nice idea), passenger is seated the three
i .(tiuring the Seventies and the seats were comfortable and point seat belt must be removed
,: E i'g hties Mopar is what each person had there own three from a wall bracket to a floor
:: -Chrysler, Plymouth and Dodge point seat belt.
bracket. The belt must be
:: :Used to collectively call
The middle seat has an option moved back to the wall bracket
:: themselves),
of two built in child safety seats before the thirds seat passengers
::.,: My second car and first for children 20-60 pounds and can exit.
automotive love was a '65 under 40 inches.
Now this is going to get old
Plymouth Valiant Station
The middle seat also folds faster than your kid saying
Wagon.
down, allowing easy exit of the
mommy, mommy, mommy,
It doesn't sound like much, rear passengers.
mommy, mommy, mommy,
but I dropped in a 400
The Voyager has cruise mommy, if your are a parent you
horsepower, 340 V-8, the big control, a tilt wheel, optional get my point.
727 transmission and cut down a power anti-lock brakes, power
Not only that, the seat belt
9" Ford rear end.
steering and door locks.
clip on our test driv e vehicle
· 1t did a 12 second quaner
There are four stereos was defective. It was positioned
mile, 0-60 in 7 seconds, and I available two AM/FM Stereo in such a way as to release itself
wound the needle on the 120 cassette players a premium on a bouncy road leaving the
mile-per-hour speedometer off AM/FM Stereo CD player and a passenger unprotec ted. (A
the dial so often, It stayed plain old AM/FM stereo.
perfect seat for a mother-in-law?
broken.
Mark gave me the base .. . No?)
Anyway, I loved that car and prices for the seven different
Rear air-conditioning and
I knew every inch of it.
models of Voyagers. The heating vents are only available
When we walked onto the difference between the SE and in the top of the line Grand
Riverside Chrysler lot, Carol LE is a 14" stretch on the LE Voyager LE. The model we
rem arked that "I was very models.
tested was $25,288.
serious, not my usual happy-goThe base model Voyager is
At Riverside Chrysler
lucky self."
priced at $14,148, (I think it is Plymouth they mark up the price
1 .think it was because deep in the lowest priced Minivan on about $2,000. I asked Mark
my heart I wanted the Voyager the Market); the Voyager SE at why. He said, "It is the current
to win the Challenge, but I $16,101; Voyager LE at market price of the vehicle, of ,
1
doubted that it would.
$20,778; Grand Voyager at course,
everything
is
J\nother thing that bothered $17,630; Grand Voyager SE at negotiable."
me was that I did not see one $18,010; Grand Voyager LE at
His rational for a greater price 1
African-American employee on $21,735; Chrysler Town & is that the Voyager is the best
the:}ot.
Country at$ 25,538.
selling Minivan on the market, \
.111 a call to M ark Brown,
The approximate resale value currently holding 52 % of the
... :

~w::;:;:::;!;:;~=~::;:;~ ···==:::\·

.

,

.

The Plymouth Voyager proved that families would pay more for lots of room.
total market so the value is
greater.
I never pay dealer mark-up
prices. If they won't lower the
price, I go to another dealer who
will.
Over all the Voyager came up
short. It is time for Chrysler to
completely red e sign the
Voyager. Come on guys, you
have the expertise, wake up!!
Instead of spending millions
of dollars telling us that the
Voyager is still the best, spend
the money and redesign this
archaic Behemoth. You can do
it!
The next stop was Fritz Ford
in Riverside. They have
Hi spanics, and AfricanAmericans openly working at
the dealership.
Our first sales representative
was Hispanic, but he had to help
another customer.
Our next guy was a Jim
Snively. A nice, but frightened

European-American.
The Aerostar is a nice
minivan. Here are the good
points.
The interior is decent, the
seats are comfonable , and the
ride is decent.
There is a nice sound system
with available AM/FM cassette
or CD .. The middle passenger
seat has the child seats and folds
down like the Voyager.
The Aerostar is available with
a big 4.0 liter V-6 multi-point
fuel injected engine.
The Aerostar has rear wheel
drive, which it makes it a perfect
vehicle for towing anything up
to 6,000 lbs . Say a boat or
camper. This is greater towing
capacity than any o ther
Minivan. There is also a fourwheel drive model available.
The comfort features are all
there: electric mirrors, power
door locks, rear window wipers,
eight-way power seats , re ar
radio controls with head phones

for the rear passengers, and air
conditioning vents.
/
The seats easily move out of
the way for rear storage and the
middle seat is easily removable.
The bad points - It has a boxy
unattractive shape and it only
has rear anti-lock brakes, not
front and rear. The interior has
lots of cheap looking plastic.
There are middle seat air and
heat vents in the high end Eddie
Bauer model only. The other
Areostar models have rear ai r
only.
There are no rear cup holders,
but lots of storage space in mesh
covered side panels and the rear
speaker grill fell off of the wall
when Carol bumped it.

Next week we will list the top
five Aerostar models, and finally
the number one mini-van in
America will be named.

·~:..~-----------------------------.llliiill----.

l'robe
!'referre d Lqui pment l'M k age 2531\

$99P.ERMO.
CAN DELIVER
Escort I X 1- Door
J'rcfl'rred I qu ip ml'n t Package 320,\ /321,\

lfb,~.-best ti res at the best
price & the best service
Guaranteed*

Exp lora XI -4 Door 4x2
Prcfrrrl' d Equipllll'nl Packagl.' 940A

Mu st~ng I X Sed ,1n
Prcfrrn·d Equ ipment Package 240A

ANY NEW CAR
in our inventory on:
.&.approved credit
.&.No Credit?
A.First time buyer?
.&.Credit Problems In The Past?

Call us at 393-9331.

We can. sell
you. a car!

. James White, President·.
·The best prices on the best tires with
the best service guaranteed? Its all alt
my Goodyear Certified Auto Service
~nters.
~So the next time your car needs
~rvice or repair- Come see us.

~~-----~-----,r-----------~,
69
15
Includes: 1
95 Se1V1ce
• Replace pads and shoes
II

1

I.
I

•

I :·:

• Repackbeari~ on non

per

axel

.

1. B!ake Special

I
II

drive axles
• Resurface/drums/rotors
• Inspect calipers, Wneel

I I ~ ca~ and

• Ac:$ust and road test

II

· <W,30wt
• FREE-12pt. Vfflicle

· • in~

I

.

light trucks • FREE-4 tire ro1ation
Cylnders & hydraulics I I Lube Oil & Filter • lnst1II new filter

~~-----------JL ____________
I• •

3553 Merrill Ave.
As About Our
Riverside, CA 92506 Nationwide (
Service
1-800-69-TIRE1
Warranty
I

_Includes.
88 Off~r
• Drain ool & l'EPlace up to S 1
I

• lubricate chassis

I

J

I

1

Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers Inland
·Empire Tire, Inc.
('

l

F-350 \IT l ariat 4,2 ( rl.'w Cab
Preferred Equipme n t Package 671A

4480 Chino Hills Pk'"1--y,
Chino
(909) 393-9331
All Cars are: su bject ~o rpior sales, plus tax, license, &:
Documentation Fees, and Approved Credit, Cu stomer
Requested options are extra.
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Latifah Releases New Album

Thursday, April 22, 1993

Uptown Records Produces
Who's The Man Soundtrack
I

!

A Soundtrack f eatures the industry's
hottest performers,
including: Jodeci,
Mary J. Blige and
Heavy D.

U

..

~

·
-,,
:~:

ptown Records
has been selected
to produce the
soundtrack for New Line Cinema's hip-hop comedy, Who 's
The Man?, it was announced
today by Toby Emmerich,
Senior Vice President of Music
and Vice President of Production for New Line.
Rappers Doctor Dre and Ed
Lover, hosts of "Yo, MTV
Raps!," star in Who's The Man?
Producer Tony Dofat ·and Queen Latlfah are at Soundtrack as two misfits who uncover a
Studio Y/Orklng on, her latest slngle, "Bring the Flavor". scandal that threatens their
This single is ohe of the .seven songs that Tony Dofat Is Harlem neighborhood. Who's
producing ~for Queen Latlfah's new al bum. Queen The Man? - which also features surprise appearances by
Latlfah's album release date to be announced.
several rap superstars - opens
nationwide on April 23.
The Who's The Man? soundtrack will feature some of
IEFS
today's biggest rap and R&B
artists including Jodeci, Mary J.
Blige, Heavy D. & Buju Bonton, House of Pain, Father MC,
Pete Rock & CL Smooth, Redman, Crystal Johnson, Timbo

BR

To Subscribe
Call
889-0506

King and Eric Sermon. In addition, Naughty By Nature, Onyx,
Biggie Smalls and Third Eye
will also be featured on a compilation track, according to
Emmerich.
"Who's The Man? is a perfect
example of how a soundtrack is integral to
film,"said
Emmerich.
"Since the
inception of
this project, the film
and its music
has been envisioned as one creative entity. And the
talents of all the ereative
executives
involved in this project
promise an exciting and
commercial soundtrack."
Added Uptown Entertainment Chairman Andre Harrell:
"This soundtrack project is the
culmination of what Uptown is
about: a company that is recognized for its keen awareness of
what hip hop fans want to hear."
Who's The Man? is being
scored by Michael Wolff, musical director for "The Arsenio
Hall Show," and his partner Nie
ten Broek, according to Harrell.
One of the most tremendous
aspects of this project is the
incredible support MTV has

provided, especially in allowing
Dre and Ed to shoot their show
from the set of
Who's . The
Man? for
e i g h t

Who's The Man? is directbd
by Ted Demme (producer :Of
"Yo, MTV Raps!"), written by
Seth Greenland, and produced
by Maynell Thomas (Class Act)
I
and Charlie Stettler.
,
New Line Cinema is one :of
the leading independent producers and distributors of theatrical
motion pictures. The Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles, A nightmare on Elm Street and House
Party film series, along with
Glengarry Glen Ross, My
Own Private Idaho, and 'Phe
Player are among the critically- acclaimed an.ct
commercially succe~sful releases fr()m
New Line and its
fine Line Features
division.

weeks,"
said Charlie
Stettler, President
of Tin Pan Apple and
manager of Doctor Dre and
Ed Lover. "We' re also working
closely with Uptown Records
and New Line on promotional
campaigns, special events and
musical appearances that will
make this film and soundtrack
one of the biggest commercial
enterprises of the year in rap and
hip-hop music."

S. I. L. K. Offers A Choice Alternative To Orange Show Country Night Concert

A

Watkins To Perform At
Cask N' Cleaver
By command performance,
"Inland Empire's First Lady of
Jazz," Stephanie Watkins will
return to the Cask N' Cleaver
with her keyboard "Wall of
Sound," Maestro-John Meza on
Saturday. April 24. 1993 - 7:00
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Ms. Watkins
will be performing an array of
contemporary jazz pieces. The
Cask N' Cleaver is located at
801 Tri City Center Drive,
Redlands, California.
For additional information,
please contact George Gamer at
(909) 793-1055. This event is
currently being broadcasted on
KUOR Jazz Radio 89.1.

Kandy Kane Productions
Presents 'Somebody Say
Amen'

n yone that has ever
attended the National
Orange Show's annual
fete knows that there is more
than big-name entertainment
available. The problem is you
don't know who or what to
expect until you 're inside the
grounds. Each year, local newspapers and radio stations do an
excellent job of promoting either
a "rising star" or an established
entertainment veteran's scheduled performance. Usually overlooked, and rarely promoted, are
the local acts that make up most
of the entertainment provided
during the run of the event.
There is an alternative to this
year's headlining opening act,
country and western singer Billy
Dean. Local entertainment com-

pany, S.I.L.K. Productions provides an alternative to Dean
with two acts in the opening
night line up. S.I.L.K. 's gospel
soloist, CJ, takes the stage at
6 :30 followed by PERFECT
CHOICE, with two shows opposite Dean, at 7:00 and 9:00 in
the Outback Family Theater.
PERFECT CHOICE, S.I.L.K.
Productions' featured group is
considered the Inland Empire's
premier rhythm and blues and
jazz band. In constant demand
throughout the Southland, the
group's Motown-like showcase
has played to "standing-roomonly" audiences throughout
Southern California and Las
Vegas.
PERFECT CHOICE, formed
last June, opened for Motown's
legendary Sp~ers at th_~ ~_uper-

Tell Us
.PERSONAL• SECURITY
Howv.Je PRODUCTS TO KEEP YOU & YOUR
FAMILY SAFE.
Introducing a
• Self-Protection Brand-New Catalog
Can
• Home Security
of Valuable
Firearm Safety
Improve •• Child
Products
Safety
CATALOG $2.00
• Fire Safety
The Paper • And More!
CAL/WEST IMPORTS-EXPORTS
Post Office Box 1540 -13
682-6070 ..
Banning. CA 92220 -1540

star Concert Series at the
Fontana Performing Arts Center
in January. Also, they performed
for the St. Bernardine Foundation's "Love Of Life" Telethon.
The group appears Friday nights
at Club Boomers . They're
appearing at Whiskey Creek
Broiler and Saloon, in Redlands
on April 25 and again Mother's

Day.
Like Dean, PERFECT
CHOICE is looking for good
things from their music. A new
cassette, "A Change To The
System," is due for release this
month. Also due for release,
shortly, is a special music project for the San Bernardino
County Maternal Health Pro-

-

Kevin Thomas, LOS ANGELES TIMES
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• ALHAMBRA EdWaros
AlhClmDraf'tace

Cl.DO llfJndld

(818) 281-0980
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ARROYO GRAHOE
MOM fitstMJI

(ll06) '81-7553
IAKERSflflD
livted M!SIS MoviEts
(800) 395-1091
IA.lDWIN HIUS

~~•

BREA
Unlte<IMIStsM<MeS
(7 14)990-<021

• BURIANM
AMCBurbook 1'1
(818)-9&X)
C!flt,() AMC CMo
Ji
$QJore 10
~5!}0.2400

Every
Sunday,
Club
Escapade, 4620 Holt Blvd,
Montclair, jams new up-andcoming jazz musicians and
comedians from 6:00 p.m . 11 :00 p.m. Ladies are admitted
free
before
7:00 p .m .
Admission is $5.
For more information call
(909) 621-3888.

•ADOUIAHIU.S
MOM

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL

23Ro

E
-8

*ANAHE•MIUS

EAnollolm Hilll

7 1"282-5959

AIIUIIOTOII

-

van au.., DrtvH1
909/688-2360

*AIIOY0OMIIDf

805/481 -7553

ATASCADIIO

~~
AZUSA

E-

Azuso OrtYl-ln
8181334-0263

*AZUSA

EfoofflC....

-

advertise.

*IAICHSRILO
AMC

805132•-e11a
IAICHSHELO
MOM

~-

Orlvl-~
805/832-0001

* IWllSAELO
E... Hlls llal1
805/872-9976

*DtAMOND W
VAN NUTS
Podtlc's
Von Huy, Dttv.ln
811V188-3500

• VENTURA

Mann 8UlnCMMJfO
80Sl658-6544

VICfOl'IIW

......,

AMCYlctorVallly 10
6191241-&400
~

•Wm COVINA

S<ICol' s
Wtsawt Clntmo
818/338-5574

CAll l H ~ E ~ M E S

HUNTINGTON MRK

Colifomla
(213) ~555

~:i~~8
t.AKE.WOOD
lnleclArtlSIS
looWOOOl'<ll<l

(310)804-2002
LANCASTER

Tho-12
(805) !145'3887

•LOHGIEACH

AMCMomJAJclflca
(310) 49:W,621
•toHG BEACH

U>SANGaES Slole
(213) 239-0962

lll)NTClAIR

Knk<w101'1's OkJrolo
GCC Cnemo
Bo! S (009) o98·SHOW (11()9) 628-J5J4
•ELMOKTf
•MONTIBEUO
EawordiEIMonle8
A.'ACMCnleoetkl 10

- ~~::o-7600
EdwordS Soddeboch
(71') 581-5880
• FONTANA

~~~l;I

:.m:~~
FUl.lflil'l'Ofl

~,a:i=

•GlENOOflSX
(818) 549-0045

6lfHDORA,_..6
(818) 914-28::s

=•~:

M0\1185
(818) 366-0032

HAWTltORNE Plazo 6
(3 10) 644-97Sl

~~~::a?
(310) 3 18-SCXX>

•HUNTINGTONBEACH
Edwards

&'fl~

PASACENA
AMCOlclR:l~deno8
(818) 58!!-l!900
• PUENlt HllU Monn 6
(213) 964-0422

• IRVINE
EOWOOJS t.mersity
(714) 854<1811
, . .NQtO CUCAMONGA
• LA MIRADA Krikoriori s Edwards
La M•OOO enema 7
Ranmo D.Jccr'nM00
(7 14) 522.S920
(009) 98-7
• LAKEWOOD
RIVERSK>E

MONROYIA~orwi
Htl'l
(S lton~
~l

(310)281><!AHN

8181458-8663

i m~iW

fOR SHOWTIMES
SAWTA MONICA
AMC SANTA t.t0NCA 7

•W.VERCITY

Mcrn WverPlazO

- Polo<elO

1

~)~35-~e 16

(714) 979-4141

*AIJW!IW

f AIRfAX ONEMA.S

~m;r~
FOfl: SHOWTINES

-~~:Clwafds

(909)273-0101

ffil',it~
I8X

8181969-9632

Call 682-6070 .
or 889-0506 to

Eaworas wes1ena e

•HOUYWOOD
0NEPI.EXOOEON

1

c,'lr'i~r~,=:,s

Mann Notlonol
3101289•MANN

I

MCIFIC

• UNIVERSAL CfTY
C1NEPLEX OOEON UNIVERSAL CITY

•COIIONA

Jazz And Comedy At
Club Escapades

ED
LOVER

''SUPERIOR. TAUT AND CRISP.''

* WESIWOOO

Kandy Kane Productions
proudly presents the dynamic
stage drama "Somebody Say
Amen!"' on Mother's Day, May
9, 1993 , 3:00 p.m. and 8:00
p.m. at the Fontana Performing
Arts, 9460 Sierra Ave., Fontana.
Donati on are $17 per person.
For more information call (909)
350-6734.

DOCTOR
DRE

~:~\=y

Edwofds TownGote

=~~;

RIVERSIDE l.hilecl Amsts
Pri.1'Sie«a
(11()9)35%995

SAN BUNARCMNO

~

·s

O.,Rosoc.nemo,
(11()9) ~
•SAN BERNARDINO

Pocitic'slnkJnOCenler
(11()9) 381-1611
•SAN PEDRO Krikalon·s
6
~B3~m,

· =~st°'
(7l4) 5-<CH'4•
•SANTAANA EOWcrds

Hunoncenrer

(714)662·2266

SANtA e.utARA

flffto (805) 963-G503

•SANTA FE SPRIIIGS
Monn8lfleotres
(310) 941 7747
•SIMI VAl.lfY EOWOfds
= l~~~7
*TARZANA
Mam V<11iey WU!

=(=l~IJ
•=~=r
(009) 653-1000

NORTH HOllYWOOD

{818)996-IXX)

•ONTARIO

=tcric:s~ lO

~!sDelAn-..

{".310)5~2-7383

•~NG~. oome
(7~4~553

C9Ce) 9SS.-~

~LM DESERT

•VALENCIA Monn 10

=~

3456
MUI SPRINGS

~=~9:vs

=~

::ss:ns~~OM>"ds

C<uty(Jd
(819) 322-3458
(805) 274-020<

(806) 644-5666

VICTORVUE MO\'!U 10
(619) 241-7875
(714) 8965333

•PI\LOSVEROES
•WHITTIER ~oro'\'s
l<lt(of'lorfs Panlnsula g WhittwOOO Cr1emo 10
(310)544-3456
(310)947-SHOW
~ ~ : A cm
(818)8,rn;.141

•PRUENJ£0 1NOOj~sr&a>1•

~~~~us
(818)34H.l91

1~~$~,nl

AND AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU
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The Inland Empire Hosts 35 th
Annual Mt. SAC Relay Games

ewis sprints past
the constraints
of father time: I
was standing on
~ "·
.the edge of the
•·rMt. San Antonio College Stadi- um track discussing with a track
M>fficial which is the greater
- athlete, a marathon runner or
f" sprinter, when Carl Lewis came
~ ,s printing by and instantly the dis~ .cussion stopped and we watched.
Lewis had just received the
baton pass in the 4x400 relay, on
his way to anchoring his more
...., than fast Santa Monica teammates - Floyd Heard (10.10 100
meter is his personal best), Leroy
Burrell (ex-100 meter world
r;ecord holder), Mike Marsh ('92'
) 00 meter Olympic champion) to a 38.00 second clocking for
-the victory. The team's clocking
,was the second fastest at Mt.
, SAC and the 15th fastest ever.
, · "It took less than nine seconds
:for Lewis to complete a days
work, " the official noted. "A
.marathoner has to run 2.v miles."
I concur the marathon is a
demanding event and takes supe1 rior training to reach the level of
world class, but a superior athfete, no way.
As I watched Lewis move
down the track, in a sizzling 8.9
anchor leg of the relay, you could
see the ultimate strain on the
body and muscles sprinting
induces.
· Sprinting takes the body to the
;wery edge of its' natural motor
•l'unctioning. A human being can
;~ nly run so fast without the mus~-cles splattering into a million
pieces.
,' Turn your freezer up to its'
~ coldest level and see what hap~:pens ! Race your engine at it's
~•highest RPM and see what hapi_pens ! Run the turbine engines
t~~full bore at a nuclear power plant
and see how fast you will get a
melt down. Bum both ends of a
: candle and see how quickly it
1 dissipates.
, The window of competitive' ness is oh so quick for a world
class sprinter. They have to run
~ • through it as fast as they can,
1 ·: burning both ends of the candle,
• ::because history says it won't last
~ , long - the window.
•.:: The average career span for a
":_NFL running back is 5 years.
"Sprint star's careers mirror the
r-~running backs. Now you see me 1 , how you don't.
I
•
': •. How many umes have you
I: .asked where is Super Joe running
t!-, back? Didn't he gain 1000 yards
' last year.
• · Remember Harvey Glance,
1
' • James Sanford, Marty Kulee,
"Tim Jackson and Mark Witherspoon? They have all won the
"' Open 100 meter dash at the Mt.
sSAC Relays and have all had
brlef moments at or near the top
of the sprint world.
These quality sprinters have
all competed during ' King'
. Carl's long and unprecedented
reign over the sprint kingdom .
By the way, Carl has won five
·100 meter sprint races at the Mt.
, SAC Relays. With a 9.90 wind
aided burst in 1985 among his
top performances.
Lewis is 31 and history says
he should have long since sue,. ·cumbed to father-time. But here
. · ,.h e was running a super 8.9
~- ., anchor leg for the Santa Monica
-·. team.
· "What advice would you give
. 'to young sprinters, concerning
. · your ability to endure and com: ; pete at the world class level so
. : · :1ong?" I asked.
· "Focus on your goals and

don't let anything or anyone distract you from it ," Carl
explained. "You have to learn to
merge your mind, body, family
and spirituality to maximize your
efforts. When exterior pressures
are there, I learned to focus
inward to the things that are right
for me."
You aspiring sprinters better
take notes. After all, 'King' Carl
has so much metal (eight
Olympic gold medals) around his
neck he can't get through airport
check points.
"What are your plans for this
year," I inquired.
"I am looking forward to the
200 (meters) at the World Championships," Lewis noted. "This
year I plan to focus on the sprints
only. This would be the only year
I have done that. The long jump
takes so much out of you and
since this is an off year, I figure
this is a good time to focus on
my sprinting."
Sounds like a plan to me Carl,
but if somebody jumps out the
sprinting pack, you probably
won't be able to resist their challenge, not to mention the challenge against father-time. Based
on your history - no problem! ...
Trivia Question: Who set a
meet record of 27' 4" in the Jong
jump in 1968 and the record lasted for 13 years? .. .
MT. SAC QUOTE BOOK:
Moreno Valley Canyon Springs'
10th grader Bryan Howard

showed he is a force to deal with.
He had the fastest prep time in
the 200 meters, finished second
to Merced senior Volsan Anthony
in the 100 meters and ran down
three teams to help his team finish second in the 4x400 relay.
Bryan said this about his personal goals for the year: "I hope
to run a 10.4 100 and in the high
20's for the 200. I like the 100
but people say I am better in the
200. I hope to be in the top three
in the state in both events." ...
Olympic champion and world
record holder in the 400 meter
hurdles Kevin Young, noted after
finishing fourth in the 400
meters: "This was a good training race for me. I am 80% where
I want to be. I am going to shoot
for a 45 second 400 hurdle race
this year.' 1

Carl Lewis speaks with the Media, after his sizzling 8.9 anchor leg In the Mt.
SAC Rela s.
Photo by Gary Montgomery

MT SAC NOTES: The attendance was estimated at 12,000.
There were over 500 events with
12,000 athletes competing
Youth, prep, community college,
university and international athletes descended on this beautiful
stadium in 6 days of competition.
There were to many
Olympians there to name. They
were either competing or in the
stands signing autographs and
vibing with the populace . . .
Trivia Question Answer: Former world record holder Bob
Beamon. ..

Bryan Howard, fourth from left, was nudged at the tape In the Sunklst. At Mt. ·
SAC he won the 200 meters
Photo By King Chocolate

·l :
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BECAUSE ONLY BY
CELEBRATING CULT .U RE
CAN WE HOPE TO INSPIRE ART.
Whether made with words, images or music, art resonates through African-American life.
Recording our experience, revealing our humanity, depicting our soul. It can soothe or excite,
enlighten or entertain, constantly compelling us to look and listen.
·
At Kraft General Foods, we're proud to help bring the visions and sounds of ethnic culture
to the community. Not only helping people to experience the art of others, but inspiring the
artists themselves.
Because only through the celebration of art can we begin to understand what makes us human.

KRAFT GENERAL FOODS
Velveeta.

-

Miracle

Whip®

/Cbo/Whlpj

c---a
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The Black Voice News
GIRLS WANTED

HELP
WANTED

'llAEINt: JOBS'

Flight attendants &
other occupations.
Airlines now hiring.
Call 1-800-998-0720.
E~t. A2000 CA.

from
California,
between 7-19, to
compete In this year's
5th annual 1993 San
Diego Pageants. Over
$20,000.00 In prizes
and scholarships.
Call today 1-800PAGEANT - EXT. 4865

SELLERS

. MEDICAL

Diamond Health Care
seeking RN'S, CNA's,
LVN's, Home Health
. Aides (909) 274 - 9513.

Houses For
Sale

FOR RENT

Good people to fill 6
vacancies · In next 2·
months. 1 bed, 1 bath
units, fenced, air,
some new carpets,
laundry rooms, water
& trash paid, $400-425
plus security deposit.
Reserve your unit
today, call Rose, 909-·
242-1608.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

Distributors wanted to
market new product.
No
competition,
88k - $2304 Down, unlimited
Income,
$770 PITI @ 7.5% 3 limited space available.
Anyone
having bdnns, 1-3/4 bath.
can 909-488-0389.
knowledge of abuse
Exp sales people
or fraudulent billing 114k - $3319 Down,
needed.
practices at local $995 PITI @ 7.5% 3
psychiatric facllltles bdnns 1-3/4 bath.
or•private Institutions
call
Citizens 119k - $3512 Down,
THIS HOME
Commission
on $1039 PITI @ 7 .5% 3
won't
strain
the
Human Rights at 1- bdnns, 2-1/2 bath.
budget!
3bdrm
1-3/4
800-869-CCHR now.
139k - $5179 Down, bath, flreplace, lg yard,
patio,
$1205 PITI @ 7 .5% 3 covered
bdrms, 2-1/2 bath - 4 convenient access to
-· Nutritional
years new.
60 freeway and mall.
- Program
1.:0se 30 pounds In 30
Call for preview only,
days for 30 dollars. 140k - $5270 Down, $119,900.
For more Information $1213 PITI @ 7 .5% 3
bdnns, 2 bath, 4 years
· call (909} 820-4262
new.
PEOPLE HELPING
FREE BOOK 155k - $6743 Down,
PEOPLE
Get a free copy of the $1336 PITI @ 7 .5% 3 Enhancing
lives.
Inland Empire's Little bdrms, 2-1/2 bath, 4 Bulldlng economic
Black Book. can (909} years new.
bases.
For
appointment/
464-5644.
199k - 19,900 Down, Interview call (909)
AFFORDABLE $1570.90 PITI @ 8.9%, 949-3167
3,000 sq ft- custom
RESUMES
home.
.69 acre.
ORANGE CREST
computerized, horses ok.
nea
50()
ft
pr.ofesslonal
&
r new 1•
SQ • 3
experienced. (909) For more Information + 2 Xlnt condition, low
332-5131. $5 discount call Beverly 909-780- ma lntenanced yard .
Ready
for
your·
If you mention the 1633.
To
Subscribe
Call
Inspection'
only·
Black Voice.

Psychiatric
Abuse Of
Insurance Fraud!

DESPERATE

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
ULl'S MARKETPLACE
6794,2 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on April 8, 1993.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the original
statement on file in my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
File No. 932515
/p/4/15/22/29/5/6/93

UNITED TRADING CO.
6794-2 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
U3 CORPORATION
6794,2 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
California
This business Is conducted by a
Corporation.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on NIAi
Is & ti Peter Anthony Ull CFO
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious ·
business anme In violation of
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on March 24, 1993.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
Flle No. 932137
/p/4/1/8/15/22/93
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
DAI NAM
17731 Wood Rd.
Riverside, CA 92508
NGA THI VU
17731 Wood Rd.
Riverside, CA 92508
This business Is conducted by a
Individual.
This .-eglstrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 3/92
Is I Nga Thi Vu
The filing of this statement
does not of itselfauthorlze the
use In this state ofa fictitious
buslnessnamelnvlolatlonof
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)

A~--~.~-----------·
r1z a ,·t:::fl:::1:1:11:i:iJ:::tI: : 1::i :1:Jt]\::i::tfj::t
Accents

(909) 682-6070

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..._~..._,
. . . . . . .111111111. . . . .

, ....

$140,500.
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NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
SALE
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO
PROPERTY OWNER
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED DECEMBER 27, 1987
IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING
AGAINST YOU, YOU
SHOULD CONTACT A
LAWYER
On April 27, 1993, at 9:00 a.m.
~ CORP., a California
Corporation, as duly appointed
or substituted Trustee under
and pursuant to that Deed of
Trust executed by MARILYN
GREENROCK, as Trustor,
recorded on January 28, 1988
as lnstniment No. 24390 of
Official Records of Riverside
County, California, WILL
SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER
FOR CASH (payable at the
time of sale In lawful money of
the United States) at the main
entrance to the Riverside
County Court House, 4050
Main Street, Riverside,
California, all right, title and
interest conveyed to and now
held by It under said Deed of
Trust In the property situated
In the said County and State,
described as follows:
The North One-third (1/3) or
LOT 43 OF UYrON ACRES
#12, EXCEYrING THE
WFSTERLY 60 FEET, as
recorded by map on file In
Book 16, Page 65 of Maps,
records of Riverside County,
California.
The Street address and other
common designation, if any, of
the real property described
above Is purported to be:
18795 Brown Road, Perris,
California 92370;
ASSESSOR'S PARCEL NO.
315092 0073
The undersigned disclaims any
liability for any Incorrectness
of the street address and other
common designation, If any,
shown herein.
Said sale will be made but
without covenant, or warranty,

express or Implied, regarding
title, possession or
encumbrances, Including fees,
charges and expenses of the
trustee and of the trusts
created by said Deed of Trust
to pay the remaining principal
sums of the note secured by
said Deed or Trust, to wlthold;
$46,473.23
/p/4/8/15/22/93

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The Following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
THE WORLD OF OAK
ENTERPRISE
4131 Tigrls Way
Riverside, CA 92503
JOSE RODRIGUEZ
9641 Colony
Anaheim, CA 92804
PILI BRUCE
26181 La Real B-60
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
This business Is conducted by a
General Partnership.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed abov1ion 4-2-93.
is/Jose Rodriguez
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fidltlous
business name In violation of
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on April 6, 1993.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly
County Clerk
File No. 932423
/p/4/8/15/22/29/93
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The Following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
HARPER AND HARPER
BUSINESS SERVICES
3738 Brockton Avenue #F
Riverside, CA 92501-2264
DEBORAH HARPER
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. #263
Riverside, CA 92507
BRIANA KING HARPER
5225 Canvon Crest Dr. #263
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or

names listed above on 3-15-93.
is/Jose Rodriguez
The filing of this statement
does not o( Itself authorize the
use in this state or a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement ftled with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on April 5, 1993.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly
County Clerk
File No.93
/p/4/8/15/22/29193
SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE
4050 Main Street
P.O.Box431
Riverside, California 92502
Riverside
David Vincent Donnelly and
Linda Ann Donnelly re:
Brian Mitchell Donnelly a
minor person who should be
declared free from the aastody
and control of his parent.
CITATION
Freedom From Parental
Custody and Control

(ABANDONMEN'l)
Re:ADOYrION)
CASE NUMBER: A 13176
To JERARD KNIGHT
and to all persons claiming to
be the father or mother of said
minor person(s) above named.
By order of this Court you are
hereby cited and (required to)
ap11ear before the Judge
Presiding In Department 1 of
the above entitled court,
located at 4050 Main Street,
Riverside, California, 92502 on
May 25, 1993 at 9:00 am of
that day, then and there to
show cause, If any you have,
why said person should not be
declared free from the control
of (his) parents according to
the petition file herein.
The petition filed herein Is for
the purpose or freeing the
subject child for placement for
adoption.
Dated: March 23, 1993
by Arthur Sims
M.Hopklns
Deputy
/p/4/8/15/22/93

of service. For example see
Code or Civil Procedure.
413.10 through 415.40.
Persons having custody or
control or with whom said
child Is, are required to appear,
others cited appear.
A published citation requires
appearance of all persons cited
(235b CC).
/p/4/8/15/22/29/93
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
CHURCH OF FIRST LOVE
1199 University Ave•
Riverside, CA 92506
HOLY FAITH MINISTRIES
":
INC.
6649 Oakmeadow Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
,3
Massachusetts
,
This business Is conducted by a ,J
Corporation.
This registrant commenced to ·i i
transact business under the
fiditious business name or
names listed above on 6/19/92. •2
Isl Dr. Riase Jakpor
<)
The filing or this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
)
1
business name In violation of 1 l
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code) O
Statement filed with the county • I
clerk of Riverside County on
date Indicated by file stamp
.,,;
above.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly,
County Clerk
File No. 932351
/p/4/22/29/,4/6/13/93
J
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REQUEST FOR INSTAL· ;
LATION & SHIPPING BIDS . 1
from qualified M/WBE/DBE '
suppliers of office rurniture.
CSU, San Bdno.
Bid #926012
~
Systems Source, 1014 E .
Cooley Dr. Ste. G , Colton '!
92324. (909) 370-0226.
.An Equal Oppty. Employer b

NOTICE TO THE PERSON
SERVICED
You are served as an Individual
citee
The time when a citation Is
deemed served on a party may
vary depending on the method

'l

Subscribe ···
I
Call
(909)
889-0506

Hat Designs
• Bridal/ Bridal parties specially designed
headpieces
• Men, Women & Children hats and caps
• Special orders
• Costume, theatrical & novelty hats
Fashion show inquiries welcome.
For all your headwear needs at reasonable prices call

(909) 787-0811.
LEWIS AND CLARK
CONSTRUCTION
NOW ACCEPTING

REE

ATLASTt

SIPP Smoking
Call for c free stop Smoking Kit.

SUBCONTRACTOR
BIDS FROM QUALIFIED

MBF/WBF./DVBE FIRMS.
*S.B. Housing Authority -Block Walls,
C#M92-32-A & M92-29. BID Date - 27
APR
*S.B. Housing - Exterior& Security
Doors, C#M92-11/12. Bid Date -30

MAY

l·800-63 7-6653
Tobacco Use Reduc1lon Now (TURN)
CONTINUED FROM B-t

400A extended length two
wheel drive $16,395,
:- The XL Plus 401A regular
l gth
h l d · $20
~n
two w ee nve
,225,
The XLT 403A extended length
~o wheel drive$ 20,725.
: The price for top of the line
r;egular length two wheel drive
,: '.' ·Eddie Bauer 405A $ 23,925 .
: ~ ~: Tp.e extended length four wheel
drive Eddie Bauer 405A
' ~25,795.
: , : For the 4 wheel drive option
'.:: '. on any model add about $3,000.
· · · ·' · Overall I thought the Ford
: '. . : Aerostar was a good product. It
·
has a good, though stiff ride,
and it had adequate power.
· I do like the rear wheel drive.
ft would increase the handling
characteristics of the Minivan in
panic or crisis driving
situations.
Rear wheel drive
!
· also makes the Aero star the
vehicle of choice if you planned
to tow anything big over a long
qistance.
1 The price of the XLT Plus we
tested was $21,585. For that
money I would by the $20,000

i

*Cal State Polytechnic Univ Conference Center - C#220101B.
Bid Date-03 MAY
-...Y
RANCHO CUCAMONGA
*Cal Trans - Rest Stop/Road
Construction, Oceanside - C#ll-167394. TERRA VISTA TOWN CENTER
Foothill Blvd, & Haven
Bid Date: 06 MAY
FRI., APR 30
7:30
*Cal State@San BDNO - REMOD
SJl:f, MAY I
12:30
3:00
7:30
PFAU Library South Ent. - C#W9270. SUN, MAY 2 12:30 3:00 5:30
4:30
7:30
Bid Date: 13 MAY
MON, MAY 3
*Cal State @ San Bdno - Const Main COVINA
AZUSA AVE s. ARROW HWY
Ent. Serv. Bldg· C#927069.
Bid Date: 13 MAY
FRI, MAY 7
1,30
SAT.MAYS

12,30

3,00

7:30

3,00
5,30
Plans are available for review at our
sUN, MAY 9 12:30
Rialto office (909) 875-1140. FAX (909) : : ~~.1: the Ci,ai, ;::
the
._______8_7_5_-9_8_6_3_._ _ _ _ __. TcrraVlllaTowuCcn<cr,at<h:CovinaTownSquan:,

om:~,

Mercury Villager.
Carol, at first surprisingly
preferred the Ford Aerostar over
the Mercury Villager.
Her rational is that the
"Aerostar is an older model that
has all of the bugs worked out."
Carol, is very frightened of
buying the first year model of
any vehicle. "I don't want to be
the test mule for any car
company."
When I told Carol that the
Mercury Villager is a Nissan,
and is in its second year of
production, she says OK I'll
take the Villager.
My vote. The over all
winner is still the Mercury
Villager.

(

at lickctrnaner, and at <h: Circw,. Discount a,upom
available atl0<.11 morcl,an[>,

PuTAYouTH
IN A SEAT OF POWER.
It all starts \rith an education.
Take Hiawatha ~orthine:ton. Because of his hard
work, Hia\ratha rccei\ed a (ull. fou r-\Car scholarship
from the Thurgood Marshall Scholarship Fund. And
with the education he's getting at Jackson State L'niwrsit\ Hiawatha i \rell on his wav to becomirn! a la\\Wt'.
· The Miller Brrning Compan_, is com~mi tted to
helping rnung men and women fulfill their dreams
through the Thurgood Marshall Scholarship Fund. Its
the on ly national program wh ich mrards founear

scholarships to studen ts attending historicalh bbck
public colleges and unhersities.
These 1hirt, -si\ schools don't receiH: the same
kind of finanda l backing gi, en to black prirate
colleges and uniwrsities. Yei. thL·, represent O\ cr 76
percent of the students enrolled in historicalh black
colleges and uniYersi1ics.
·
So if we don't !!iYe them a hand, ,1ho \\ ill?
Gire to the Th'urgood :Ylarshall SLholarship Fund,
and help more 1ouths real izc the pO\\ Cr ofan education.

~111 lu1k.i1.11 .. in..: p111:,:1 ,1111 111I, ,1111,1111111. \,tll

0 1 \\ 1lh,.' ti•: ·n u 11 J,!•M>I.I

\1.1r, h~i11~.. lt11l.11 , li1p Fund, P111\ lri'. "" lll;! l

SAVE

A

r-l~-f\:=:.7~~!'

,:llll'I, P.O ! ~ 1\

ti.N\J~

\\.1,lt1nl!.li11l, l>.l . ~tl(I~

DREAM ER.

Founding Sponsor of lhL' Thurgood Marshall Scholarship Fund.
0000 FOA ON E CHILO 11 Y£AfllSAN D UNO(III
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Mc;,reno Valley News: Together We Can

T

ogether We Can Produce. It would be wonderfui if society (you
and I) would spend as
much time doing things that will
help prevent social unrest, such
a~ poverty, homelessness,
hunger, broken families and disrespect for each other, as we
attempt to take away the dignity
of _another person.
A lot of time is spent in the
education system; however,
there is evidence that many of
the values taught years ago in
the homes and schools are missing. We seem to be producing a
generation of people who are
conditioned to hate themselves
and all mankind. This is not
God's plan. We were all given a
choice. That is why we all have
a brain to think with. As we use
our faculties (brain), we can
learn to live together in peace
and we will discover the true joy
in living.
You will discover that drugs

and alcohol are not needed in
order to have a decent time.
You will discover which friends
are real friends. America would
become the true melting pot of
the world; it would allow God's
plan to work in our hearts.
The money that is being spent
for prisons and to guard streets
from violent people could be
used to build better schools. It
cost $200,000 per day to keep
the National Guard in LA last
week. Add that to the extra
CHP and police duty, the taxpayers are putting out a lot of
money that could be much better
spent providing jobs, feeding the
hungry, or providing a place for
homeless people to sleep. No,
millions of dollars had to be
spent to make the city safe during last weeks so called crisis.
There are many advantages to
having different cultures under
one sunshine, living in one
country; however, we are known
as a nation that will look down

upon a race dif- ""'
'cent of it. Espeferent from our
1 cially when the
own. This atti" · person taking
tude is the one
..i .
advantage of
1
that has our 'g...."'; 0
·this opportunity
entire world in a ·- . .
is not being held
mess. This is not ·!' '
and supported in
God's plan. We
a prison, and is
are
to
live
producing for
together in peace
society as a taxand help those
, payer who is
that are less for- .
' •working to make
tunate. In Amer~ this a better
ica, AffirmativeCh I L dbett
world to live in.
Action is not ares e
er
God has given
what it should be. In America us the tools to work with which
we have the brains and the abili- include a brain that can be used
ties to bring all of our people up to promote friendship.
right. Someone may say, ''it is
A child asked me Saturday
because of the lack of money night about getting more science
that we are treating some people books for her school so that she
this way."
can take one home to study.
I find this difficult to acceet Another one asked about more
as the total truth. More money social science books for the
is spent devising ways of hurting school so that they could learn
people than is spent t rying to more about other cultures. It has
help them. Yes, schools cost cost, and is costing, millions of
money but they are worth every dollars to contain what is going

on in L.A. and other large cities
in America. Just a small portion
of that money could be used to
buy new up-to-date books for
our schools, another pan could
then be used to provide jobs and
health care for the less fo~_ nate and feed those lacking the
proper diet. This money could
be used by these people so that
they could pay for their own
places to live.
It seems as if society would
rather set them up by regarding
them as outsiders with no jobs,
and beat them if they don't conform . Our Father in heaven
does not like action of this
nature. All of us need spiritual,
moral and economic help at various times of our lives. I know I
have and I suspect everyone
reading this has.
We all should do our best not
to display vicious, cynical, hateful attitudes toward a person
simple because they are of
another race, culture or different

one gave it to Mr. Centofranchi, for this family. Mr. Joe Marmo,
who is a "Stoner" (a drug user). the other student claimed it and his English and History teacher,
Because of his Christian back- told the teacher it was his. The punished him for misbehaving,
ground, and his concern for her, watch was turned over to the by sitting him outside of the
he asked, "why she smoked?" White student. A witness classroom door which has many
Mrs. Weber, a Counselor, over- observed the theft and reported windows. Her son, blew his
heard the conversation. She it to her son.
breath on the window, and
reportedly attacked him verbally
Upon investigating the matter Marmo, told him to clean off the
and said, "Why are you criticiz- h erself,Carol
window where he breathed.
ing her? You Blacks can call found that the
As he was cleaning it, the
each other Nigger, but Whites teacher
plan expanded and he was
can't call you Niggers! He
gi ven a bottle of winwas confused because his
dow cleaner, and told
conversation didn't have
to clean all of the
anything to do with race,
windows, and the
it was about his classstudents made fun of
mate, smoking dope. The
him. "I wouldn't
next d_ay_C;v.01, went to
have been so upset if
the school to get an
it wasn't so em bar- H
explanation. Weber said,
rassing. They could have
she was sorry, she didn't
waited until the students went
I
~now why she brought
home," said Carol.
ri<1ce into it, but she
Following that incident in
tanted to defend the girl
February of 1993, " at the
~ecause she (the girl)
end of every semester, I
was feeling bad about
customarily request my
problems at home.
son to find out if he has
; The problems mounted. In thought
it
turned in all of his assign(\nother example, the boys (all belonged to the
ments . I asked for the
Black) had grabbed a pouch that White student. The students "Rubix" which told what was
belonged to a White girl, the were to give the watch back. done and I made him complete
ppuch had $6.00 in it.
They refused, and they were any assignment that was not
! Carol's son was the last to directed to pay for it. This hap- there," she said.
datch it and he kept it. The pened before the Christmas holiHer son completed the neces~chool officials launched a full day and Carol said the incident sary assignments and turned
i)lvestigation into the group of · was dropped-no investigation. them in. Shortly tbereafter, all of
mack boys. Her son admitted he "I was told by a Counselor, there the work he turned in was given
Jiad it and returned the pouch. was nothing that could be done, back; that which had red marks
J!le was suspended for one day. and I should report it to the and that which was all correct.
Shortly thereafter, two White school police."
"The papers that were returned
boys took her son's $50 watch,
The problems only got worse for the History class had red

!

marks, where the teacher was concerned her son had an
crossed the "t's" and made minor "F' he didn't deserve. Even if he
changes correcting the grammar. didn't tum in all of the work he
He became ill with the flu for a should have been graded on
week and t he next thing we what he did. Marmo wasn't too
knew his repon card came with pleased about the meeting and
two F's. I worked with my said if he wants a "D" return the
son, helping him to do the best assignments and he'll give him a
job on his homework and I made "D' .
One White student and his
sure he was doing what was
expected," she said. She asked mother heard about the problem
Marmo, why her son received an and voluntarily came to her and
"F" in both of the classes he said, "my son got an ".A " and
taught. He reportedly said it was had three incomplete assignbecause he had a policy of either ments."
The White parent was just as
giving an A/B or F and that her
son had not completed the nee- upset as I was, because we had
essary work. 'J'his neccesitated both worked on helping our
another conference. A District children with a joint project. In
representative said, this is a new March of 1993, Marmo segreexcellency policy. He addition- gated all the Black boys together
ally asked how they could get in a group. "My son requested to
the parents more aware of the be moved because, they were
policy. Carol explained sh e clowning around and he was trydidn't know of the policy and ing to stay out of trouble," she

Continued from Page A-1

violating the rights of black motorist Rodney
King during a beating on March 3, 1991.
"It does something to make one believe that
the courts will deliver justice to African American people. There is a renewed hope that justice
will prevail in the courtroom," said King's attorney, Milton Grimes.
King hasn't spoken publicly about the verdicts,
juror said.
but Grimes said he was gratified for the convic" Being sequestered ... was like being on a tions and disappointed about the acquittals. The
cruiseliner," he said, describing gourmet food verdicts boosted King's multi-million-dollar suit
and such outside jury leisure activity as fishing against the city.
trips and excursions to Universal Studios Holly"The federal criminal trial has given us ammuwood.
nition we needed in trial," Grimes said. With a
Jurors sympathized with King and disliked civil case's lower requirements, Grimes said he
Koon, he said.
believes he can persuade a civil court jury to rule
" Just because a man was drunk he should be against all four.
punished - he shouldn't be driving drunk. But you
Koon and Powell face up to 10 years in prison
don't beat him into submission," the juror said o when they are sentenced Aug. 4. Until then, they
King.
may undergo interviews with federal probation
A female juror interviewed on KABC-TV said officers who have the job of preparing a pre-senjurors were exhilarated when a verdict was tencing report for the judge.
reached Friday afternoon. The judge sealed the
Allen McLean, deputy chief U.S. probation
verdict and delayed announcement of their deci- officer, said his office will submit a report to the
sion until Saturday morning.
judge 10 days before sentencing, calculating the
" When we sealed the envelope (with the ver- potential sentences according to federal guidedicts) we jumped for joy. We could not believe it. lines. He said government and defense lawyers
There was a lot of people that cried," she said.
may object and submit their own calculations
The judge ordered that the jurors' identities be since the guidelines are subject to interpretation.
kept secret by the court, but told them they could
McLean said that while his office tries to eretell their stories if they wished.
ate a profile and social history of each defendant,
On Sunday, alternate juror Darryl Molette told that doesn't carry as much weight as it used to NBC Radio-Mutual Radio that although he didn't before specific sentencing guidelines were instipanicipate in the deliberations, " I feel my voice tuted.
was heard."
Attorney Ira Salzman, who represents Koon,
" The 12 that spoke for us, they spoke for the described his client as resolute.
family," he said.
"He's a very strong person," Salzman said
Monday. " He hung in for two years with.unparalleled abuse, slander - he's been called every name
in the book. "

Jurors Act Out Beating, Before Reaching Verdict

: Continued from Page A-1

: foreman told the syndicated TV show "Inside
1Edition" in an interview for broadcast Monday. "I

: was looking at the video by itself."
But a Ventura County woman on the panel said
; the videotape wasn't the main criterion for her
: decision.
; "Excessive force was very evident at the end
l (of the tape)," she said in a Simi Valley Enterprise
interview published Monday. She said there was
; another critical piece of evidence.
: ' 'Also the audio on the one (radio) police call ! particularly for Powell because it said numerous
head blows," she told the newspaper.
The tension of the long trial and deliberations
, got to the panel on Tuesday, three days before the
: final decision was reached.
;' "It was one of those days when everything just
: blew up," the Fullerton juror said. " We had been
, there for 40 days (of testimony and deliberations),
: trying to be nice to each other and that day it just
: broke up.
: " We argued, screamed, almost took swings at
· each other."
•
, The question of whether their decision would
: spark a new round of riots never had an impact on
: the panel's deliberations, jurors said.
: " No one spoke about repercussions. I can
: swear to that," said the Ventura County juror.
: " You forgot that stuff, " the Orange County
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said. Marmo said all of YOU are· : ,
going to sit together.
·:
The first of April, I changed '·
all of his classes so I could tak.e
him out of Marmo 's class. He •
received a report card from the
new teacher and got "B's"."
.,
"I feel there is a personal :: .
thing against my son in particu- ~:
lar, and Black males in general"-:!
she said. "My niece has Marmo·
and she got a 'B'."
· ·,,
"I thought Fontana hao- ~
changed we just purchased:
another new house, on the bor~~
der of Bloomington, I'm sorry:
we did," she said.
-~
Mr. Soto.who WQJ&ld not con~
firm or deny the .Tht1n;day event',..
told Black Voice News, "al11comments about our school:
must come from the Superinten-~
dent."
..
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Briseno said his two convicted colleagues '~

shouldn't be imprisoned.
· -.'.;
"The public - they would never understand it. ·,
But believe me, we've been through two years of ~living hell. They've done their sentence, believe '·,
me," Briseno said in a Los Angeles Times inter., :·,
view published Monday.
, :•
A federal official said Monday the trial's..
sequestered jury drew up "a dream list" of places. '. '
they wanted to visit on weekends, and their :· '
guards made those dreams come true.
:· _::
"One time they chartered a boat and went out :J
deep sea fishing," U.S. Marshal Craig Meacham
said. "They went to Universal Studios, and sever.-; ::
al times they went to a park where some just :;
wanted to lie around under the trees and other~ ;.
liked to hike. We had one jogger in the group." :: ::
Several jurors have come forward since the ~l
verdicts, but their names have been protected. : ;
Several on the panel have said there was acrimo;_,..
ny during the 40 hours of deliberations.
~'There was definitely a lot of yelling. There.
was screaming, a lot of emotion coming out," an
anonymous juror said Monday on NBC-TV's.
" Today" show. "One day we had an extreme ·
yellfest, but it was mostly over personality conflicts."
Another panelist told the Orange County Register that he lay on the floor of the deliberatiort
room portraying King while other jurors wieldect'
batons to restage the King beating.
"One of the gu ys even put on Briseno's
boots," said the juror. "If there was anything that
could be done to see what happened, it was ;
done. "
The city pulled the plug on its King case rumor
hotline a few hours after Saturday's verdicts.
" The calls stopped coming so we sent the volun-. ·
teers home," said Karen Palmer, field deputy for
Councilwoman Joy Picus.
.
More than 3,000 calls were fielded during the· .
hotline 's 16 days of dispelling rumors and reas- ,
suring residents. "People would call us in various. ·
stages of anxiety,' and when they hung up, they" ·
felt good," said Palmer.
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Police and Troops Demobilize
With No Verdict Related Crime
savored the convictions of Sgt. Stacey Koon and
Officer Laurence Powell. Jurors also acquitted
Officer Theodore Briseno and ex-Officer Timothy
Wind. The four white officers were charged with

...

economic status than we.
.••~-:
God wants us to display a car~ ~,.l
ing spirit toward everyone. We - Sl
should reach out and help as ~~~
much as possible those of a dif~ :
ferent background, those with a ...:
learning handicap, or those with:·.. J
out a job. We should make sure_, j.~
that they are received with dig: ..:-.~
nity. Always have room in your ~
heart for the less fortunate.
:
Let's get the job done togeth- f
er: Together We Can! "Let me
be a voice for the speechless; q
those who are small and weak(~1
let me speak for all helples~-1
creatures who have no power tQ.:
1
speak. I have lifted my heart to·(~
heaven on behalf of the least of· ;i
these, the frightened, the horn~~-·:
less, the hungry. I am voicin:g;:'.1
their pleas. If I can help any.'. ;}
creature respond to a desperate 1
call I will know that my prayers
are answere~. by the God who
created us all.
. · ,i'
Author unknown.
~."J

Student Harassed And Attacked By Teacher
Continued from Page A-1
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· Freeway Lincoln Mercury Volkswagen
::
'

'93 Mercury Sable GS

$17,063.95
After $750 Factory Rebate Serial # 602948

6.9% Factory Financing Available

'93 Mercury Cougar XR-7

$15,517

•~ Ser#649332

;,t:.

'93 Lincoln Town Car Signature

Young Buyer Rebates
on selected models

$10,935.55
After $200 Rebate

President Chuck McVay

* $300

'93 Mercury Tracer

..

Ser# 641164

·•:-:

·.

. .. .. ··.. .•-~~~;;,iiiit

s~,e~ Staff: Larry Mikens, Horace Daniels, Garland Latta, Michael Brayboy,
Michael Cook, Robert Justice, Cleveland McNary. Sales Manager Bob Padilla,
Finance Manager Jim Haggerty.

'93 Lincoln MK v111 ·•:

$34,594. 00

$34,458 ;

Ser# 695959 After Factory Rebate of f $1,0000
Ser# 711305

'93 Lincoln Continental

$29,503
After Rebate of $1,000 Serial# 704600

FREEWAY Lincoln-Mercury • VW Inc.
1600 Camino Real, San Bernardino, CA 92408
(909) 889-3514 or 1•800-237•8115

'93 Mercury Grand
Marquis GS 4 Dr
$20, 167• 15 after $1,500 Factory Rebate Ser# 645957

I

MERCURY

LINCOLN

Quality is Job 1.

t

